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ABSTRACT
Confined thin elastic objects are abundant in nature. With spatial constraints
typically arising from a combination of different loading profiles, confining media, or
coupling effects, the unique deformation strategies of slender structures, with their
propensity to buckle, bend, fold, & wrinkle, is observed across a range of different
length scales, from the nano-scale folding of graphene and the microscopic wrinkling
of cellular membranes, to the macroscopic development of plant root networks. Much
previous work has focused on growing or deforming thin structures confined by rigid,
fixed boundaries. Comparatively, much less is known about the behavior of thin
structures interacting with compliant or transitional boundaries, such as those formed
by granular materials.
By varying the geometries of slender elastic structures embedded within a granular
medium and studying the resulting buckling behaviors under area or displacement
vi
control, we have established an experimental framework allowing us to apply the
results of classical elastic stability theory to deformations occurring within complex &
fragile media. These elastogranular systems couple the finite deformations of slender,
flexible bodies with the qualitative phase changes observed in granular materials,
which may transition between being gas, fluid, or solid-like states of matter. The
elongation of a slender elastica in a 2D monodisperse medium leads to two length
scales {∆c, λc} encoding system behavior before and after a critical jamming point
φj, while introducing bidispersity into the same experiments changes the underlying
structural composition/order in the grains, allowing bending energy in the elastica to
relax as the medium transitions from crystalline solid to a more fluid-like amorphous
state. The planar injection of a pinched elastic loop shows the intricate coupling
between large elastic deformations and developing boundaries, while the buckling
morphologies of a slender elastic ring compressed in a granular gas shows promise as
a device-free probe of mechanical packing properties. These results will bring new
insight into the behavior of deformable structures within granular media, colloidal
systems, and soft gels, and will be relevant in the study of plant root morphogenesis,
the modeling of animal movements, the design of soft robots, and in developing smart,
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1.1 The planar elastica
The analysis of the coupled physics of elastogranular problems is best viewed as a
cumulative approach. Starting with the most basic mathematical model that can be
conjectured, that of a curve in space, we build upon this foundation in an effort to
create models applicable to more complex systems. The benefit of this bottom-up
approach is that it allows for a primarily geometric study of the problem. Material
considerations enter our analysis only when these curves start to be viewed as higher
dimensional objects, endowed not only with material properties, but also with volume
and cross sectional area, as in the familiar cases of elastic beams, cubes, plates, and
rods.
Consider a curve immersed in Rn. An immersed curve is a smooth mapping
of an interval of the real number line into a space, such that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the mapping and its derivatives (Mladenov and Hadzhilazova,
2013). We are most interested in planar curves, where Rn =⇒ R2. An arc length




cos θ ds , (1.1)
‡In this opening chapter, an overdot denotes differentiation with respect to the arc length (s).
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Figure 1·1: Under displacement-controlled loading, as the arc length s increases slowly
by a small amount ∆ (slow in the sense that the system is always in thermodynamic
equilibrium (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986)), an undeformed elastica (a) will break up-
down symmetry, buckling (b) into a higher mode shape (here the mode n = 4). Similar
deformations also occur in a force-controlled setting (although this scenario is not
shown above). The total curvature along the arc length κ(s) is measured using the




sin θ ds , (1.2)
and allows us to define a relationship between arc length (s) and curvature (κ) using
the local tangent angle θ(s) of the curve with respect to a horizontal reference axis
[Fig. 1·1(b)] (Mladenov and Hadzhilazova, 2013).
Assuming the curve to be inextensible (meaning it cannot be deformed by stretch-




[κ2 + σ] ds , (1.3)
where κ2 represents the extent to which the curve deviates from being a straight line
(i.e. the bending energy) and σ enforces the constraint of constant length (Brunnett,
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[κ2 + λ cos θ + µ sin θ + σ] ds , (1.4)
where the second and third terms are Lagrange multipliers constraining displacement
in the x and y directions, respectively§. Noting that κ = θ̇ =⇒ κ2 = θ̇2, we extremize
Eq. (1.4), taking the first variation and setting δU = 0 to arrive at the Euler-Lagrange







sin θ = 0 . (1.5)
Using Eq. (1.5), we then compose two auxillary equations to solve for the
Lagrange multipliers λ and µ. First, by differentiation of Eq. (1.5), and second by
premultiplication of Eq. (1.5) by 2κ̇ and subsequently integrating. These steps yield













cos θ − µ
2
sin θ + C = 0 , (1.7)
where C is an integration constant. Finally, multiplying Eq. (1.7) by θ̇ and adding
the result to Eq. (1.6) produces the well-known equation of the planar elastica:
...
θ + (θ̇3/2) + Cθ̇ = 0 , (1.8)
§This statement may appear somewhat murky as we haven’t actually specified HOW the endpoints
are fixed, only that they must satisfy the constraints on {x, y} displacements. This step comes
later [see Eq. (1.9)], where the definition of specific boundary conditions allows us to solve for any
integration constants.
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which can also be written in terms of the curvature as
κ̈+ (κ3/2) + Cκ = 0 . (1.9)
Specifying the desired boundary conditions allows you to solve for the constant of
integration C.
1.2 Granular matter
As systems typically far from equilibrium, granular materials have a rich history of
numeric and computational inquiry. Molecular dynamics simulations (MD), in which
Newton’s equations of motion are solved individually for each grain, have served as
the primary investigative tool. In the following, we focus on the methodology used in
looking at the physics of jamming in granular media. In general, the analyst creates a
system by placing some number N of grains within an area A (for 2D simulations)
enclosed by a combination of rigid and/or periodic boundary conditions. The effective
material properties of the grains, as well as their geometry and interaction potentials¶
can all be specified and tuned by the analyst (Goodrich et al., 2014). Setting all the
particles in motion starts a simulation, such that the kinetic energy of the system
is highest at the outset. As jamming represents a state of mechanical equilibrium,
a simulation will let the granular system explore for these equilibrium states as the
overall kinetic energy is gradually reduced (Dagois-Bohy et al., 2012). Kinetic energy
is reduced either through inter-particle collisions (which arrest particle kinetics), or
the shrinking of the experimental enclosure (Ellenbroek et al., 2009a). The simulation
stops when the overall energy of the system is at a minimum. MD approaches can be
¶A function of inter-grain distances, this quantity represents the magnitude by which grains
will repel or attract one another. The sum of the interaction potentials over all N grains yields the
potential energy of the system.
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computationally expensive, and as a result there is still a continued push towards more
efficient, computationally cheaper simulations. The fast inertial relaxation engine (or
FIRE) algorithm is a more recent computational approach that seems to work well for
granular jamming simulations (Bitzek et al., 2006; Morse and Corwin, 2017).
Experimental investigations are comparatively fewer in number, due mostly to
the difficulty involved in designing controlled, replicable experiments with granular
materials‖. Granular experiments (focusing on 2D systems analogous to the elas-
togranular cases that follow in Chapters 2− 5) have been used to observe force chain
propagation (Liu et al., 1995; Majmudar and Behringer, 2005; Tordesillas et al., 2011)
and the influence of an intruder (which may be rigid, flexible, or dilating/growing)
within granular arrays (Coulais et al., 2014; Kolb et al., 2013; Algarra et al., 2018;
Schunter Jr et al., 2018a; Seguin and Gondret, 2018), in modeling root growth (Kolb
et al., 2012; Kolb et al., 2017), to quantify material properties/parameters of granular
media (Ellenbroek et al., 2009b; Lerner et al., 2014; Tighe, 2014; Baumgarten et al.,
2017), and to investigate the glass transition by observing the critical behavior of
granular systems close to the jamming point (φj) (Liu and Nagel, 1998; O’Hern
et al., 2001; Ellenbroek et al., 2006; Ellenbroek et al., 2009a; Majmudar et al., 2007;
Morse and Corwin, 2017). Much of my time is spent bridging the gap between how
someone focusing on numerical approaches to granular physics may interpret more
experimentally motivated work.
‖A simulation-based approach may alleviate some of these difficulties, but any results obtained are
still in need of validation. In the absence of a codified, general theory of granular matter, experiments






Confinement of a slender body into a granular array induces stress localization in the
geometrically nonlinear structure, and jamming, reordering, and vertical dislodging of
the surrounding granular medium. By varying the initial packing density of grains and
the length of a confined elastica, we identify the critical length necessary to induce
jamming, and demonstrate how folds couple with the granular medium to localize
along grain boundaries. Above the jamming threshold, the characteristic length of
elastica deformation is shown to diverge in a manner that is coupled with the motion
and rearrangement of the grains, suggesting the ordering of the granular array governs
the deformation of the slender structure. However, over confinement of the elastica
will vertically dislodge grains, a form of stress relaxation in the granular medium that
illustrates the intricate coupling in elastogranular interactions.
2.2 Buckling, jamming
Consider the growth of an elastic rod within a granular medium. As the rod elon-
gates in a confined space, it will bend to minimize its internal energy (Audoly and
Pomeau, 2010; Capovilla et al., 2002), reordering the surrounding granular material to
accommodate higher arc length configurations. At low packing densities, the rod feels
†This chapter and the accompanying figures have been published in (Schunter Jr et al., 2018a).
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Figure 2·1: Shape profiles of the elastica as additional arc length ∆ is injected into
a granular array of length L0, width W0 over a range of initial experimental packing
fractions: φ0 = 0.1 (i), φ0 = 0.55 (ii), φ0 ≈ φj = 0.835 (iii).
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little resistance from the grains (Liu and Nagel, 1998), while as the packing density is
gradually increased to the point of jamming, the granular material begins to exert a
large, inhomogeneous stress distribution on the elastic rod (Dantu, 1968; Liu et al.,
1995; Coppersmith et al., 1996; O’Hern et al., 2001; Algarra et al., 2018), deforming
the geometrically nonlinear structure. It is well-known that slender structures will
localize stress in response to a homogeneous stress distribution. Wrinkled sheets on a
fluid substrate exhibit a spontaneous up–down symmetry breaking that tends toward
an asymptotic isometry (Pocivavsek et al., 2008; Holmes and Crosby, 2010; Diamant
and Witten, 2011; Rivetti and Neukirch, 2014; Vella et al., 2015), while wrinkled
sheets on an elastic substrate exhibit a period doubling instability and subsequent
up–down symmetry breaking characterized by a subharmonic mode (Brau et al., 2011;
Brau et al., 2013). The nonlinear response of slender structures to inhomogeneous
stress distributions via coupling with discrete media is less well understood, despite
occurring frequently in the natural world (Sobral and Gomes, 2015; Mojdehi et al.,
2016; Gurmessa and Croll, 2017). Stresses exerted by soil on a growing root can
dictate growth pathways (Bengough et al., 2006; Kolb et al., 2012; Kolb et al., 2017)
and induce chiral, helical buckling (Whiteley et al., 1982; Oliva and Dunand, 2007;
Silverberg et al., 2012). Further, in dry sand environments, sand vipers can bur-
row (Young et al., 2003), and desert–dwelling sandfish can swim within a granular
bed by propagating an undulatory traveling wave down their rod–like bodies, enabling
non-inertial swimming (Maladen et al., 2009).
These coupled, elastogranular mechanics have generally been considered as local
inhomogeneities or studied in systems where the length scale of elastic deformation
exceeds by several orders of magnitude the grain size. The question of how granular
ordering can influence deformation of a slender body, such as an elastica, has remained
open. In this chapter, we describe the connections between jamming, ordering, and
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stress localization in an elastogranular system through the use of simple scaling
arguments, and the observation of the relaxation of stresses within the granular
network through the vertical dislodging of grains. These results will help to illuminate
the ways slender elastic structures interact with non-homogeneous and fragile media,
behavior commonly seen in plant root growth (Silverberg et al., 2012), the piercing
of soft tissue (Choumet et al., 2012), and the reinforcement of jammed granular
architectures (Fauconneau et al., 2016; Aejmelaeus-Lindström et al., 2016).
To understand how the discrete, heterogenous behavior of a granular medium
couples with the nonlinear deformation of a slender continuum structure, we experi-
mentally considered the confinement of a planar elastica within a 2D monolayer of
soft, nearly frictionless spherical grains. Individual packings are prepared by randomly
populating both sides of an initially straight, undeformed elastic beam, with N ap-
proximately monodisperse grains [see Supplemental Material in (Schunter Jr et al.,
2018b)], such that the initial packing fraction, φi = πNr
2/Bi, where r = 8.9± 0.4 mm
is the average grain radius, N is the number of grains, and Bi is the area of the i
th side
(i = 1, 2), is the same on either side. Prior to each run, the particles were mechanically
agitated, then allowed to settle to remove any hysteretic effects. The geometrically
nonlinear behavior of the elastica is dependent on bending rigidity per unit width,
Eh3/12, where E is Young’s elastic modulus, and h is thickness. Elastic instabilities
and subsequent stress localization in flexible rods are generally characterized by a
region of maximum curvature, κm ∼ A0/λ2, where A0 is the primary amplitude, and
λ is an effective buckling length. Here, we define λ as the distance between the two
primary maxima of deformation A0 and A1 [see Fig. 2·1]‡. We first quantify the
elastogranular interactions as the elastica’s arc length was increased by a length ∆ in
‡This is motivated by the high regularity of anti-symmetric mode two shapes that were observed
at full injected arc length. The Cartesian peak–to–peak distance provided more detail about the
system than the curvilinear distance (Schunter Jr et al., 2018b).
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a quasi–static manner from an initial length L0 for a range of initial packing fractions
φ0 [Fig. 2·1(i)–(iii)].
An elastica, clamped at its ends within fixed boundaries, adopts a cosine–like
deflection profile when injected into a low density granular array, i.e. φ0 . 0.3 [see
Fig. 2·1(i)], with its exact shape being governed by an elliptic integral (Bigoni et al.,
2015). At larger packing fractions, 0.3 . φ0 < φj, the post-buckling geometry of
the elastica breaks the initial left–right symmetry between areas B1 and B2 with
a maximum amplitude that grows as A0/L0 ∼
√
∆/L0 [Fig. 2·2(c)]. The packing
fraction on the side containing A0 increases, this subsystem eventually reaching
a jammed state at a critical packing fraction φj = 0.8305 ± 0.0135 (Schunter Jr
et al., 2018b), and a critical elongation ∆c [Fig. 2·2(a) – blue circles]. Reordering









∣∣∣, occurs following the onset of jamming [Fig. 2·2(b) –
blue circles], along with a slight drop in normalized distance between maxima, λ/L0
[Fig. 2·2(d) – green circles]. Following this reordering, λ values are seen to remain
constant as additional arc length is injected into the system. Once a jammed state is
reached [see Fig. 2·1(iii)], the packing fraction remains constant as the elastica’s arc
length is increased. In high density granular assemblies, (i.e. φ0 ≥ φj), the elastica
buckles in an antisymmetric mode two shape, with peaks (A0 and A1) of similar
amplitude [Fig. 2·2(b) – red diamonds]. To accommodate increasing ∆, localized
disturbances and disaggregation of the granular array occurs in the neighborhood of
both A0 and A1 [Fig. 2·2(b) – red diamonds]. In what follows, we establish a physical
model to describe these characteristic elastogranular behaviors.
We begin by describing ∆c, the arc length of elastica necessary to induce jamming
in a packing with φ0 < φj. For the range of experimentally prepared packings, we
find that the initial half wavelength λ remains essentially constant at low injection,
11






























c. A0, φ0 < φj
A1, φ0 < φj
A0, φ0 > φj
A1, φ0 > φj










































Figure 2·2: Changes in (a) packing fraction φ, (b) bond-orientation order Ψ6, (c)
primary and second amplitude A0 and A1, and (d) peak-to-peak distance between
amplitudes λ, in both pre (blue points) and post-jammed (red diamonds) systems
as the elastica is injected (∆/L0). Two characteristic lengths are seen to emerge:
(e) a critical injected arc length of elastica ∆c necessary to induce jamming in a 2D
granular array, and (f) the length of the confinement region λc in which the elastica
will localize curvature, as a function of packing fraction.
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when ∆/L0 < 0.1. This consistency at low ∆ across all investigated packing fractions
suggests that we may be able to probe our system for a linearly derived length
scale, an approach utilized in both simulations and experiments of 2D granular
systems (Ellenbroek et al., 2009a; Goodrich et al., 2013; Wyart et al., 2005; Schoenholz
et al., 2013; Ellenbroek et al., 2006). From this linear regime, we define a characteristic
length λc as the average of λ for 0 < ∆/L0 < 0.1. For low ∆ and initial packing
fractions φ0 < φj, the elastica exhibits a primarily mode one shape. Recalling that
the primary amplitude scales as A0/λ ∼
√
∆/L, we approximate the buckled elastica
as a triangle of base λc and height A0 [inset Fig. 2·2(e)]. As the area on one side




∆/L, the packing fraction as a function of ∆ may
be written as φ (∆) = πNr2/(L0W0 − 12λ2c
√
∆/L). It follows that by separating the
initial packing fraction φ0, and considering the array at jamming, where φ→ φj and
∆ → ∆c, we arrive at a critical length of elastica needed to jam a 2D array of soft,












Equation (2.1) is plotted with a slope of 1/2 in Fig. 2·2(e) along with individual
packings that jammed at a critical arc length ∆c, and captures the critical length to
induce jamming very well. This characteristic length is analogous to a length scale
recently found to describe the onset of bending of an elastic filament within a granular
flow (Algarra et al., 2018).
2.3 Structure formation
Beyond the jamming threshold, the elastica always localizes deformation over a finite
length smaller than L0 [Fig. 2·2(f)], similar to its behavior on a homogenous elastic
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foundation (Hetényi, 1946; Pocivavsek et al., 2008; Holmes and Crosby, 2010; Diamant
and Witten, 2011; Rivetti and Neukirch, 2014). Notably, this length diverges when it






Eq. (2.2) best fits our measurements for α = 0.185 (Schunter Jr et al., 2018b).
Previous publications§ have already reported the observation of diverging length scales
in disordered granular media subject to local stimuli, both experimentally (Coulais
et al., 2014) and via simulations (Lerner et al., 2014; Van Hecke, 2009; Ellenbroek
et al., 2009a; Wyart et al., 2005). In our experiments, high packing fractions and
monodisperse grains give rise to a highly ordered granular array globally, while grains
near the localized deformation of the elastica tend to be disordered (Schunter Jr et al.,
2018b). These disordered grains are the most likely to recirculate to accommodate
additional elastica arc length (Kolb et al., 2013). As the packing fraction increases, the
maximum number of disordered grains that can recirculate must necessarily decrease,
presenting an area of characteristic size λg available for the elastica to deform within.
Therefore, we look for a similar relationship between λg and φ− φj in the granular
arrays by measuring the granular displacement field that arises via the initial buckling
of the elastic rod. By measuring the characteristic length of grain motion λg, we
find a similar diverging length scale near jamming, such that λg ∼ (φ− φj)−β, with
§The motivation for this scaling originates with contact-counting/isostaticity approaches to the
jamming transition, where it was found that (above the isostatic minimum Z = 4) the number of inter-
particle contacts ∼ (φ− φj)α. For systems above φj , the inverse “distance-to-jamming” (φ− φj)−α
yields a length scale delimiting the size necessary for an isostatic core/region in a granular bulk to
remain isostatic (and thus marginally stable) if it were cut out & removed from the bulk (Wyart et al.,
2005), where the exponent α = 1/2 (O’Hern et al., 2003; Liu and Nagel, 2010) or α = 1/4 (Lerner
et al., 2014). This length scale, typically appearing as `∗ in the literature (Ellenbroek et al., 2009a),























Figure 2·3: (a) For φ0 < φj, the elastica buckles to one side of the enclosure, inducing
jamming at a critical injection length ∆c. At φ0 ≥ φj, antisymmetric folding of the
elastica occurs within a lozenge shaped region of the granular array. (b) Model
experiments demonstrate how crystalline structures in the granular media effectively
act as a rigid boundary, confining the elastica. (c) A0/λ as a function of
√
∆/L. For
φ < φj (blue triangles), deformations follow the shape of a free elastica (blue solid
line), while above jamming (φ > φj, red squares), the presence of an upper bound
(corresponding to lozenge crystal structure), confines the elastica. This upper limit
was verified both experimentally (black circles) and numerically (red line).
β = 0.19 (Schunter Jr et al., 2018b)¶. The similarity in these exponents suggests that
as the elastic rod locally applies a force on the granular media, it is limited in its own
deformation range due to the propagation of these forces through the grains.
To understand how the local packing and order of the granular array influences the
shape of the confined elastica, we compare the elastica shape and granular ordering of
two typical experiments (φ0 = 0.70 and φ0 = 0.90) in Fig. 2·3(a), where each grain is






¶As shown in (Schunter Jr et al., 2018b), λg corresponds to the length over which grains around
the elastica are disordered.
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the non-jammed array, the grains move freely to accommodate the growing amplitudes
of the elastica, while jammed arrays must rearrange to accommodate the growing
elastica. In Fig. 2·3(a) (when φ0 = 0.90), regions near the fixed end of the elastica
are surrounded by hexagonally packed grains (Torquato and Stillinger, 2001). Bound
by these regions, whose geometry is seen to match that of a 2D hexagonal unit cell,
elastica deformations tend towards an antisymmetric, overlapping fold – a shape
expected for large folds on fluid interfaces, but not commonly observed (Démery et al.,
2014). Notably, λ remains constant for φ < φj, yet decreases for φ ≥ φj.
We confirm this by plotting A0/λ as a function of
√
∆/L over a range of initial
packing fractions in Fig. 2·3(c). For all φ0 and ∆/L < 0.3, the normalized amplitude
scales linearly with
√
∆/L [Fig. 2·3(c) – dashed black line], which is consistent with
the definition of λc. At larger confined lengths, the ratio of amplitude to wavelength
strongly depends on whether the elastica is injected into a loose (blue triangles) or
jammed (red squares) granular state. Within a loose granular array A0/λ follows the
shape of the antisymmetric, nonlinear elastica [Fig. 2·3(c) – solid blue line] (Schunter Jr
et al., 2018b; Bigoni et al., 2015). The ratio of A0/λ rapidly diverges from the classical
behavior when the elastica elongates within a jammed array.
As a granular medium transitions from below jamming to a marginally stable
jammed state, collective decreases in interparticle distance lead to the development of
heterogeneous force chains between contacting particles (Majmudar and Behringer,
2005; van Eerd et al., 2007). In the case of a monodisperse medium, this results in
local crystal structures that are difficult to deform, and these crystals act to effectively
constrain the elastica’s deformation. To illustrate this effect, we show experimental
results for two extreme cases: an elastica buckled in mode two that can either (i.) freely
elongate within the granular medium, or (ii.) be completely confined in a crystalline
geometry imposed by the grains [Fig. 2·3(b)]. In the second case, we used rigid walls
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that correspond to four local hexagonal crystals surrounding the elastic beam, forming
a 60 degree angle with the horizontal, and creating a lozenge–like shape of characteristic
length λg. This limiting case is similar to the shape of the compacted region described
by Kolb et al. (Kolb et al., 2013), and is partially illustrated by Fig. 2·3(a) [see black
lines], where we observe the elastica surrounded by granular crystals, which appear
yellow in Fig. 2·3(a). As the initial buckling of the elastic beam depends on the packing
fraction, we chose the minimum observed value of λc as the characteristic length of
our confinement. We confirm that confinement within this space represents an upper
bound on the diverging ratio of A0/λ via experiments [image sequence Fig. 2·3(b)
and black points Fig. 2·3(c)] and by numerically solving the equation for an elastica
buckling within a lozenge–shaped void [red line Fig. 2·3(c)] (Schunter Jr et al., 2018b).
These results suggest a means for studying the localization of elastic structures within
more complex granular configurations, as different geometrically limiting cases will
emerge.
2.4 Stress relaxation
It appears from Fig. 2·3(c) that the elastica governs the elastogranular behavior when
φ < φj, while the granular array governs the behavior when φ ≥ φj, however this
trend breaks down at high packing fractions or in rare cases where we observe highly
localized elastica folds. At large enough confinement, the granular monolayer can
yield by vertically dislodging a grain (Tordesillas et al., 2014). In Fig. 2·4, we plot the
maximum curvature of the elastica normalized by its thickness, κmh, as a function
of the grains packing fraction φ for a short and a long injected arc length (∆/L0
= 0.11 and 0.41 for the light and dark blue circles, respectively), and indicate the
curvature at which a grain was dislodged (red squares). We note three regions in this
17




















Figure 2·4: (Left) Maximum curvature of the elastica normalized by its thickness
κmh, as a function of the initial packing fraction φ0. The light and dark blue circles
describe κmh for an injected arc length ∆/L0 = 0.1 and 0.41, respectively. Red
squares correspond to κmh preceding a dislodging event. The light and dark gray
diamonds correspond to measurements from experiments with rigid boundaries (see
associated images). System behavior described by three distinct regions (I,II,III).
(Right) Examples of the vector fields of granular displacements for each region. Grain
opacity corresponds to the norm of their vector displacement.
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plot. In region (I), we observe an equilibrium elastica shape, and no grain dislodgings.
Tracking the displacement vectors of each grain for a characteristic experiment in
this region, we see that a high number of grains close to the primary maxima A0
and A1 tend to displace [Fig. 2·4(I)]. Granular configurations can force the elastica
to localize with a high curvature, and because we observe granular motion tending
to focus in a given direction, the highly curved beam can act like a point force
within the array [Fig. 2·4(II)]. At the same packing fraction, we sometimes observe
more highly confined elastica shapes composed of folds of high curvature, which can
induce dislodging within the granular array [Fig. 2·4(II)]. Finally, beyond a critical
packing fraction, dislodging events appear to be independent of κmh [Fig. 2·4(III)].
To understand the role of packing fraction on dislodging, we homogeneously reduced
the area occupied by a monolayer of grains absent of an elastica, and measured φ at
the first dislodging event. A small perturbation beyond a critical packing fraction of
φd = 0.926 (black vertical line) dislodges a grain, suggesting that the appearance of
dislodgings indicate the packing limit of these soft beads‖. Here again we observe a
similar granular displacement field as seen in region (I), though confined to a smaller
region as expected from equation (2.2).
The wealth of elastogranular behaviors observed here indicate an intricate coupling
between geometrically nonlinear slender bodies and heterogenous, fragile matter. The
confinement and deformation of the slender structure is highly dependent on the
proximity of the granular array to the jamming point, yet the competition between
the structure’s elastic energy and the granular matter’s local order gives rise to a
variety of elastogranular behaviors (notably antisymmetric/overlapping folds and a
deformation length scale proportional to packing fraction) that can be observed across
‖The experimentally determined φd is larger than the hexagonal packing limit of φh = 0.907, and
is likely due to the deformability and slight polydispersity of the grains.
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a range of packing fractions and confined lengths. These results will bring new insight
into the behavior of deformable structures within granular matter, colloidal systems,
and soft gels, and will be relevant to modeling root growth and developing smart,
steerable needles.
2.5 Materials & methods
For our experiments, a poly-vinylsiloxane (Zhermack) elastica with Young’s modulus
E = 0.8 MPa, thickness h = 3.175 mm, width b = 22.25 mm, initial arc length L0 =
279.4 mm is positioned along the median axis of an initially empty, custom fabricated
rectangular acrylic (McMaster-Carr) box with dimensions: 438.15 × 279.4 × 34.93
mm. The beam is secured via boundary conditions of the clamped-roller type [see
Fig. 2·1], resulting in two equal sized areas B1 and B2. Equal numbers of hydrogel
beads (MagicWaterBeads), with quantities ranging from 0 ≤ N ≤ 238, are then
introduced into B1 and B2, such that the total number of grains, Σ = 2N. The box was
placed on a 45.742×60.96 cm LED light panel (Porta-Trace/Gagne). The elastica was
quasi-statically injected into the experimental enclosure via a linear actuator (Zaber),
with a maximum injected length ∆m = 114.3 mm. A custom mount was fabricated
to ensure vertical orientation of the beam during entry, with no angle of influence.
Experiments were documented with time lapse photos at intervals of 5 FPS (Canon
D-610 digital camera; Nikon 55 mm Micro-NIKKOR lens). Image processing and data
extraction were completed in MATLAB (code provided in Chapter 7/Appendix).
Numeric simulations of the injection and subsequent buckling of an elastica inside
lozenge–shaped geometries was implemented using COMSOL. We used the classic
theory of an elastic rod and step functions that penalize contact to simulate the rigid
walls.
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2.6 Characterizing the granular medium
The granular medium is composed of initially dry hydrogel beads (MagicWaterBeads),
swollen to their maximum radius of 8.9± 0.4 mm in a soap/water solution (1:300).
Fig. 2·5 shows a normal distribution of granular radii over a range of initial packing
fractions, indicating the variation in radius for a given experiment is ± 100µm. We
investigated frictional effects in the system by measuring the force vs. displacement
response of grains (using an Instron 5943 equipped with a 5 kN load cell) pulled hori-
zontally across three surfaces: hydrogel, acrylic, and poly-vinylsiloxane, representing
grain-grain, grain-wall, and grain-elastica contact, respectively. From these tests, we
determined the coefficients of friction to be µG-G = 0.06± 0.01, µG-W = 0.03± 0.002,
and µG-E = 0.02± 0.002. These coefficients of friction are all finite, but small.
To determine a critical packing fraction, we performed a series of experiments
measuring the onset of compressive reaction forces in 2D granular packings. After fixing
φ0, the width of the box was decreased (quasi-statically) through the displacement
controlled movement of one boundary wall. Force measurements were recorded using
an Instron 5943 equipped with a 5 kN load cell mounted on the opposing boundary
wall. Images taken during experiments were analyzed in MATLAB to determine the
value of φ at which non-zero compressive forces appear. The sensitivity of the load cell
allows it to pick up the initial formation of force chains in the granular array, evident
by the obvious kink at φ ≈ 0.78 in Fig. 2·6(a). However, this φ-value is not indicative
of jamming, as large bulk voids and noticeable inter-particle distances remain. A much
sharper increase in measured compressive force is observed at φj = 0.8305± 0.0135
[Fig. 2·6(a)], which we take as an indicator of the jamming transition. We compare
this value with experimental values of the average contact number per particle Z,
and the global bond-orientation order parameter Ψ6, shown in Figs. 2·6(b)–2·6(c).
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Figure 2·5: Normal distribution of granular radii over a range of experimentally
prepared packing fractions.
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Figure 2·6: (a) Compressive force, (b) average contact number, and (c) global bond
orientation order dependence on packing fraction over a range of φ values.
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In calculating Z and Ψ6, we disregard grains in contact with the finite boundaries
of the enclosure, moving in a distance of 2r from all sides. Fig. 2·6(b) shows that
φj = 0.8305 ± 0.0135 occurs when 3.75 . Z . 4. The presence of small, but finite
friction leads to an average contact number less than the isostatic minimum of (on
average) 4 contacts per grain characterizing a jammed, frictionless array. Note that
φj = 0.8305± 0.0135 represents a lower bound to the jamming transition determined
solely by contact counting, which appears closer to 0.865 . φ . 0.875 [see inset,
Fig. 2·6(b)].
2.7 “Growth” of a free elastica
The equilibrium equation of a planar elastica is given by
θ′′(s) + Λ2 sin θ(s) = 0, (2.3)
where s is the arc length that parameterizes the curve, θ is the angle that the tangent
vector at a given point s makes with the horizon, and Λ2 = P/B is the ratio of
the applied load P to the bending rigidity B of the beam (Singh and Hanna, 2017).
The post–buckling shape of a clamped–clamped elastica is then determined by the









where k = sin α
2
, α is the angle of rotation at the inflection point at s = L/4 (i.e.
symmetry allows the analysis to focus on only one quarter of the total rod length),
Λ(k) = 2(m+ 1)K[k] which for a mode one deformation m = 1, K[·] is the complete
elliptic integral of the first kind, E [·|·] is the incomplete elliptic integral of the second
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kind, am[·|·] is the amplitude for Jacobi elliptic functions, and cn[·|·] is the Jacobi
cn elliptic function. Increasing α will increase the amplitude of the elastica while
conserving the elastica’s arc length. For an elastica that is elongating between two
fixed ends, we can multiply the parametric equations by a scalar Γ representing the
increment in growth,
xg(s) = Γx(s), (2.5a)
yg(s) = Γy(s). (2.5b)
For a given value of Γ, we determine the angle α that matches the boundary condition
at the end of the elastica, i.e. x(1) = 1, by numerical root finding using Newton
methods (Fig. 2·7–left). To determine the injected length ∆, we numerically integrate
the parametric curves given by equations (2.5a) and (2.5b) for a range of Γ to
calculate their arc length L, and compared this with our experimentally measured
values of the freely injected elastica (Fig. 2·7–right). For the injection of a free elastica
in the absence of grains λ = L0/2, and A0 = yg(1/2), and the resulting curve A0/λ vs.
√
∆/L is plotted in Fig. 2·3(c). Scatter of the data around this curve is expected due
to the presence of grains which can either decrease λ or localize the bending in the
elastica, thereby increasing A0.
While the nonlinear elastica equations are useful in determining the relationship
between A0/λ vs.
√
∆/L for the free injection of an elastica, a choice of a Cartesian
vs. a curvilinear basis is needed to describe the shape of the confined elastica. As we
show in Fig. 2·8, the curvilinear length between peaks λs does not help distinguish an
elastica confined within a dense granular array (red circles) from an elastica confined in
a non–jammed array (blue circles). As we show in Fig. 2·3(c), the Cartesian distance
between peaks clearly delineates a difference between these two states. While this
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Figure 2·7: Parametric plots of different elastica arc lengths from equations (2.5a),
(2.5b) and a plot of A0/L0 vs. ∆/L0 to compare the model with our experimental
results of the freely injected case.




























Figure 2·8: (Left) Primary amplitude A0 normalized by the curvilinear arc length
between maxima, λs. There is no discernible difference between a jammed system
(red circles) and a non-jammed system (blue circles). (Right) Plot of unscaled critical
elastogranular length (∆c) as a function of initial packing fraction (φ0). As the
jamming transition is approached at φj = 0.8305± 0.0135, values of ∆c tend linearly
to zero (red line).
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metric will eventually lead to a negative number, that point will indicate the transition
to an overlapping fold (Démery et al., 2014).
Finally, we plot the dimensional values of the critical injection ∆c that induces
jamming as a function of the initial packing fraction φ0. As expected, the length of
elastica needed to induce jamming linearly decreases to zero as φ0 → φj. These mea-
surements are limited to intermediate values of φ0 from constraints of our experimental
setup that made it difficult to inject very large lengths of elastica.
2.8 Characteristic lengths
In Fig. 2·9 we show the dimensionless values of λc and λg as a function of φ− φj in a
log-log plot over a range of φ near jamming. The measurement of λc, which corresponds
to the peak–to–peak (Cartesian) distance in the buckled elastica, is described in the
main text, and the exponent α = 0.185 is determined from a best fit of this data, as
shown in Fig. 2·9(a). To determine a characteristic length in the grains, we measured
the grain motion that results from elastica injection. In each experiment, a grain
moving more than its radius over an injected arc length ∆ = 30 mm was considered
moving. These displacements were used to construct a surface of granular motion,
which was then measured via a Delaunay triangulation to determine the characteristic
length of this area, i.e. the square root of this surface, corresponding to λg. In
Fig. 2·9(b), we plot λg as a function of φ− φj, and find that the best power law fit is
β = 0.19. The similarities in these two exponents indicate that these diverging length
scales are the result of a strong coupling between elastica and granular interactions.
Finally, we looked for a relationship between λg and the distribution of disordered
grains available to recirculate. We use a pseudo–global bond orientation parameter























Figure 2·9: (a) Logarithmic plots comparing λc/L0, a length scale characterizing
localized deformation of the elastica with (b) λg/L0, a length characterizing localized
granular motion, as functions of φ − φj. Solid red lines represent best fits to the
exponents α = 0.185 for λc/L0 and β = 0.19 for λg/L0.
contained within a circular region of radius `. Since we are interested in quantifying
how well the grains are ordered in a region near the buckled elastica relative to the
entire array, we center the radius of the circular region at the inflection point p of the
elastic curve [Fig. 2·10(a)]. We varied the radius of the circle at this fixed position
and calculated Ψ̃6 for a range of `. In Fig. 2·10(b), we plot Ψ̃6 as a function of the
circle radius normalized by λg. There is a distinct jump in grain ordering around
`/λg ≈ 1, indicating that the characteristic length over which grain recirculation
occurs corresponds to the characteristic length over which disordered grains surround
the elastica.
2.9 Future directions
The next iteration of these experiments will begin looking at the influence of gravity
g on the elastogranular behaviors we have observed so far. These experiments are
motivated by the phenomenon of upheaval buckling (Maltby and Calladine, 1995)
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Figure 2·10: Representative sample with φ0 > φj. (a) Grains closer to the elastica
are more disordered. ( ) Ψ̃6 ≥ 0.66; ( ) 0.33 < Ψ̃6 < 0.66; ( ) Ψ̃6 ≤ 0.33. (b) Ψ̃6
represents the orientation order averaged over `, normalized by λg. Close to the
buckled elastica the grains are more disordered.
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Figure 2·11: Experimental set-up of upheaval buckling experiments.
that can occur when sections of buried pipeline undergo large temperature or pressure
fluctuations, causing the thin piping to buckle vertically out of the surrounding granular
bed∗∗. Using the same experimental set-up and performing incremental adjustments to
the enclosure’s angle of inclination θ [Fig. 2·11] will allow us to increase gravitational
effects from g = 0 in the horizontal case to g = 1 in the vertical case (assuming a
proper non-dimensionalization). An important difference is that we will only vary the
number of grains N on a single side of the enclosure, in effect, varying the granular
layer depth H [Fig. 2·11]. We suspect there is a quantity analogous to ∆c dictating
the required arc length, as well as a critical angle θc and layer depth Hc, necessary for
the elastica to break free of a confining layer/surface of grains by upheaval buckling.
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Frustration arises for a broad class of physical systems where confinement (geometric)
or the presence of a perturbation (kinematic) prevents equilibration to a minimum
energy state. By varying the diameter ratio and packing fraction in granular arrays
surrounding a slowly elongating elastica, we characterize the resulting elastogranular
interactions taking place in a transitional, amorphous medium. For low number density
packings prepared with moderate to large bidispersity, we find the critical injected
arc length to elicit jamming follows the same scaling law observed in monodisperse
arrays. Beyond the jamming point, the elastica is seen to relax its bending energy
within packings with progressively larger diameter ratios towards the shape expected
when deforming within more fluid-like media.
The packing of granular materials has a well-established history of inquiry, bolstered
by theoretical, experimental, and numerical works aimed at understanding these far-
from equilibrium systems (Ellenbroek et al., 2009a; Majmudar et al., 2007; Desmond
and Weeks, 2009; Dagois-Bohy et al., 2012; Goodrich et al., 2014; Coulais et al.,
2014; Morse and Corwin, 2017; Chaudhuri et al., 2010; Bitzek et al., 2006; Morse and
Corwin, 2014; Tighe, 2014; Tordesillas et al., 2011). While individual particles/grains
†This chapter and the accompanying figures have been published in (Schunter et al., 2020a).
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are considered discrete solids, granular amalgams can display a broader range of
behavior, transitioning between liquid, gas, and solid-like states (Liu and Nagel, 2010;
V̊agberg, 2013; Mari et al., 2009). This diverse behavior provides direct contrast for
situations in which granular matter interacts with a continuum, such as a thin elastic
structure. Though in general these coupled interactions are less well understood, they
provide a useful connection to many real-world systems. Previous work on root growth
has shed light on granular force-chain development and propagation (Kolb et al.,
2017; Kolb et al., 2012; Whiteley et al., 1982; Oliva and Dunand, 2007; Bengough
et al., 2006). The study of burrowing bivalves & crustaceans and of the locomotive
strategies in desert dwelling reptiles (Dorgan, 2015; Atkinson and Eastman, 2015;
Maladen et al., 2009; Young et al., 2003) highlights some of the impediments to motion
that are specific to moving in and around granular materials. Recent inquiries have
aimed to create a general physical framework for these elastogranular phenomena
through the analysis of the large elastic deformations of thin rods embedded in both
horizontal and vertically oriented granular systems (Kolb et al., 2013; Mojdehi et al.,
2016; Schunter Jr et al., 2018a; Algarra et al., 2018). With previous investigations
either neglecting the role of grain size distribution or limited to monodisperse arrays,
questions regarding bidispersity and disruptions to crystalline order, remain open.
3.2 Elastogranular systems
In this chapter, we consider the buckling and packing of an elastica within a nearly
frictionless, bidisperse granular bed. Experimentally, an unbent elastica of initial arc
length L0 (equal to the distance separating the clamped/roller boundary conditions
that ensure strictly planar deformations and permit additional arc length to enter the
system), is confined to deform within 2D arrays of soft hydrogel grains (M2 Polymer &
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MagicWaterBeads). Binary (50:50) mixtures of large (r1) and small (r2) radii grains,
with diameter ratio η = r1/r2, are randomly placed at equal initial packing fractions φ0
within the areas {B1, B2} on both sides of the slender structure [see Fig. 3·1]. Here we
consider three diameter ratios, with η ∈ [1.0, 1.2, 1.9], prepared over a range of initial
packing fractions. At the start of an experiment (for a granular array with a particular
η and φ0), we begin increasing the arc length quasi-statically in small increments
∆ (∼ 0.2 mm), such that the new, current arc length is: L = L0 + ∆ [Fig. 3·1]. This
allows for the observation of both the onset of buckling and characteristic postbuckling
morphologies [Fig. 3·1(i)–(iii)] (Bigoni et al., 2015). Using bidispersity as a small
perturbation (Kurita and Weeks, 2010) to the fragile, hexagonally-packed states
that arise in monodisperse arrays (η = 1.0; (Schunter Jr et al., 2018a)), our aim
is to gradually frustrate this global crystalline structure to better understand and
characterize elastogranular behaviors in systems where the granular medium acts more
like an amorphous solid (Mermin, 1968).
3.3 The elastogranular length scale
To better understand the role of bidispersity within elastogranular phenomena, we
begin by comparing systems representing two extremes: monodisperse arrays (where
η = 1.0) and arrays with moderate to large bisdispersity (η > 1.4; here η = 1.9) (Kurita
and Weeks, 2010). A wide range of experimental packing fractions (0 ≤ φ0 . 0.89)
were prepared from which to sample. In general, when the initial packing fraction
of an array is below the jamming threshold (φ0 < φj), the dominant system effects
originate with the deforming elastica.
In the present experiments, the evolution of the granular contact network, (namely,
the reconfigurations taking place due to the lengthening elastica) will not be com-
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Figure 3·1: View of experimental set-up. The arc length of a planar elastica is
quasi-statically increased by an amount ∆ within granular monolayers at varying
diameter ratio η (here η = 1.9) and initial prepared packing fraction φ0. The frames
shown above are at the same injected arc length value ∆/L0 = 0.43.
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pletely random, as the preparation history of individual packings can allow for small
locally crystalline regions to form (Schreck et al., 2011; Estrada, 2016; O’Hern et al.,
2003; Hamanaka and Onuki, 2007; Van Hecke, 2009). However, given the lack of
thermal excitations and the quasi-static nature of arc length injection, we observe no
preferential migrations (i.e. phase separations) of grains towards specific areas of the
system (V̊agberg, 2013; Schnautz et al., 2005; Hamanaka and Onuki, 2006) or dominat-
ing behavior of one grain size over another within the experimental packings (Kurita
and Weeks, 2010).
In the nascent stages of an experiment when ∆ just begins to increase, the thin
structure will buckle into a single side of the enclosure (either area B1 or B2), eventually
adopting a mode one postbuckling configuration defined by a primary amplitude A0
and the critical, average half-wavelength λc measured at low ∆/L0 (Schunter Jr et al.,
2018a). In pre-jamming arrays (φ0 < φj), the elastica will displace grains as additional
arc length enters, changing the underlying area available to the granular medium and
causing a gradual increase in packing fraction on the side in which A0 grows [Fig. 3·1(i)–
(iii)]. This side eventually reaches a jammed state at a critical packing fraction φj.
Critical packing fractions are determined in separate experiments for each value of η
by placing grains within a rectangular enclosure (as in Fig. 3·1) with an adjustable
internal area, made possible by a single, rigid actuating wall of length 2W0. Taking
force measurements with a load-cell (Interface) mounted to the fixed wall opposite the
actuating boundary, we determine φj as the point at which the reaction force within the
granular array is observed to increase rapidly under continuous quasi-static compression.
From these experiments, we find φj = {0.8305±0.0135, 0.8277±0.0134, 0.7950±0.0110}
for η = [1.0, 1.2, 1.9], respectively. At comparable initial packing fractions (φ0 < φj),
Fig. 3·2(a) suggests that even moderate to large (η > 1.4; (Kurita and Weeks, 2010))
bidispersity has little effect on a system’s behavior below and on approach to φj.
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Nearly equivalent behaviors are observed between experiments where η = 1.9 (light
blue circles) and η = 1.0 (yellow diamonds; (Schunter Jr et al., 2018a)).
To induce jamming in monodisperse packings, we showed that the critical injection
length ∆c, or the elastogranular length of this system, can be determined by approx-
imating the area removed from one side of the array as being triangular in shape
[inset, Fig. 3·2(b)] (Schunter Jr et al., 2018a). The primary amplitude is connected to
the wavelength by the so–called slaving condition (Davidovitch et al., 2012; Paulsen,
2019), i.e. A0/λ ∼ (∆/π2L)1/2, which provides a convenient way to approximate the
area consumed by the elastica’s deformation as a function of injected arc length. For
a fixed number of grains, the critical injection length is found by comparing the area
consumed by the elastica with the area that needs to be removed to induce jamming,












We plot this equation in Fig. 3·2(b) using values of ∆c experimentally measured in
arrays where η = 1.9 (light blue circles), along with data from (Schunter Jr et al., 2018a)
(yellow diamonds) for arrays where η = 1.0. Below jamming, it seems that individual
packings of bidisperse grains follow the same scaling law as for monodisperse grains.
These results, along with the evolution of φ as a function of ∆/L0 in Fig. 3·2(a), indicate
that below jamming the elastica is sensitive to the initial packing fraction (Schunter Jr
et al., 2018a), but insensitive to variability in the grain size ratio.
3.4 Elastogranular frustration
In contrast to the situation below jamming, the behavior of packings prepared above φj
tends to be dictated by the highly dense granular array (Schunter Jr et al., 2018a). In
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Figure 3·2: (a) Comparison of pre-jamming behavior for both η = 1.9 (light blue
circles) and η = 1.0 (yellow diamonds; (Schunter Jr et al., 2018a)) arrays. The
dashed-dotted (dashed) lines correspond to the critical jamming packing fractions
φj for η = 1.9 (η = 1.0) arrays, respectively. (b) The elastogranular length scale
∆c is observed to hold in bidisperse arrays (η = 1.9, light blue circles) for φ0 < φj.
The dashed line is Eq. (3.1), plotted with a slope of 1/2 and the yellow diamonds
correspond to experiments with η = 1.0 where the elastogranular length scale was
observed, originally discussed in Ref. (Schunter Jr et al., 2018a).
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the monodisperse case, the elastica is seen to localize deformations within a diamond-
shaped “lozange” region, the boundary contour of which is set by the tendency of
the grains towards hexagonal packing, and the length of which is governed by a
characteristic granular length scale λc, reflecting the extent to which forces originating
with the thin structure may diffuse out into the medium (Schunter Jr et al., 2018a).
In these configurations the elastica is kinematically frustrated. With the introduction
of bidispersity, where η > 1.0, we begin to observe a qualitative change in the way
curvature κ(s) localizes along the curvilinear coordinate s of the arc length of the
lengthening elastica.
We quantify this gradual change from over confinement by looking at the elastica’s





κ(s)2 ds, the energy required
to bend a structure characterized by a bending rigidity B = EI, where E is the
material’s elastic modulus, and I is the second moment of area (given by I = h3b/12
for a beam of thickness h and width b as measured out of the plane in Fig. 3·1). Above
the jamming threshold, the dense granular arrays act as an “effective” elastic medium,
confining the elastica with approximately equal pressure contributions from side B1
and B2. Due to this assumed average force balance within the granular bed, we expect
the buckling geometry that minimizes bending energy in the beam to be equivalent
to the bending energy of an antisymmetric, doubly-clamped elastica. The governing
differential equation for this problem is given by:
ψ′′(s) + γ2 sinψ(s) = 0 ∀ s ∈ [0, L/2], (3.2)
where γ2 = (P 2+R2)1/2/B, where P and R are the axial and transverse reaction forces,
respectively, at the clamped ends (Bigoni et al., 2015). The angle ψ(s) = θ(s) + β
defines the tangent at s relative to β, which is the inclination of P and R with respect
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to the axial direction [Fig. 3·3(c)] (Bigoni et al., 2015). Equation (3.2) is valid from
0 ≤ s ≤ L/2, as its symmetry about the inflection point (p) at L/2 reduces the
problem to two equivalent clamped–pinned beams.
The boundary conditions for this reduced problem become ψ(0) = β and ψ(L/2) =
0, and an additional (global) kinematic constraint:
∫ L/2
0
sin(ψ(s)− β) ds, ensures the
vanishing of transverse displacements at the clamped end and the inflection point.
Solutions to this system of equations are highly non–trivial (see (Bigoni et al., 2015) for
a clear and detailed explanation), and result in parametric equations for the in–plane
displacements, x(s) and y(s). For an elastica that is elongating between two fixed ends,
we can multiply the parametric equations by a scalar Γ that represents an increment
in “growth” of the curve (Schunter Jr et al., 2018a), such that
xg(s) = Γx(s) , (3.3a)
yg(s) = Γy(s) . (3.3b)
Unlike the symmetric elastica deformation described in (Schunter Jr et al., 2018a),
the antisymmetric case depends on two related angles ψ and β. We used Newton’s
method for numerical root finding in the commercial software Mathematica to
determine β = f(ψ). The injected length ∆ is found by numerically integrating
the parametric equations (3.3a) and (3.3b) for a range of Γ-values. Finally, the
bending energy of these curves is found by numerically integrating the square of the
arc curvature [solid line, Fig. 3·3(a)]. By measuring the experimentally observed
bending energy in the elastica for representative runs at each value of η investigated,
we can utilize these numerical results to determine the extent to which variations in η
may drive the elastica towards this assumed minimal energy configuration [Fig. 3·3].
To determine the bending energy Ub for experimental runs, the elastica’s defor-
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Figure 3·3: (a) Comparison of bending energy values. The evolution of the bending
energy Ub as a function of injected arc length is shown for the free antisymmetric
elastica (red squares), η = 1.0 (yellow diamonds), η = 1.2 (dark blue triangles), and
η = 1.9 (light blue circles), where φ0 > φj. The solid line is the numerical solution
for the ideal case of a doubly-clamped, antisymmetric elastica when rescaled by the
appropriate beam material and geometric properties. (b) For a fixed injection length
L/L0 = 1.25 [dashed vertical line, (a)] in arrays with equal φ0, the dimensionless
bending energy, normalized by the free-case bending energy U0 [red squares, (a)], is
observed to decrease as the diameter ratio η becomes larger. (c) Defining the inclination
angles {θ, β}, inflection point (p), and clamped-roller boundary conditions, along with
the numerically calculated elastica profile (at fixed injection length L/L0 = 1.25).
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mation profile is extracted from each frame of an image sequence and subsequently
discretized using custom image processing code written in MATLAB. Fitting polygons
to these discrete points, we can obtain a measurement of the analytic curvature at
each point, quantities which are then summed and squared over the elastica’s arc
length. Indeed, in Fig. 3·3(a) we observe a gradual decrease in Ub as η is made larger,
with Ub[η = 1.9] (light blue circles) less than Ub[η = 1.2] (dark blue triangles), which
in turn is less than Ub[η = 1.0] (yellow diamonds).
To experimentally verify the model, we also performed experiments for the idealized
case of a free antisymmetric elastica (with bending energy U0) by artificially pinning
the midpoint at a given current length L, imaging, and analyzing as in the previous
experiments [red squares, Fig. 3·3(a)]. The numeric and experimental values of the
antisymmetric elastica, which serves as our point of comparison by defining an effective
continuum limit (where η >> 1) for more “fluid-like” arrays, are seen to be in excellent
agreement. We expect that this continuum limit would also be reached at fixed η-
values if the grain sizes were decreased relative to the elastica thickness. This question
could be addressed in a subsequent study.
The bidisperse arrays used here lack the global crystalline order found in the
η = 1.0 case, allowing for highly localized regions of curvature in the elastica to relax
within the granular medium as opposed to being confined within a characteristic
region. At comparable injected arc length ∆ and φ0, along with decreases in bending
energy [Fig. 3·3(b)], this relaxation manifests as a difference in the mobility of the
surrounding granular array. We quantify this by tracking the motion of individual
grains within arrays at each η-value tested [Fig. 3·4(I)–(III)]. The elastica must
effectively “fracture” the more solid–like arrays prepared at η ∈ [1.0, 1.2] in order for
additional arc length to enter [Fig. 3·4(I), (II)], resulting in a highly localized granular
displacement field restricted to a small area of the system. In monodisperse granular
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Figure 3·4: Granular displacement fields at equivalent initial packing fraction (φ0 =
0.89) and low injected arc length (∆/L0 ≈ 0.014). As the diameter ratio η = 1.0 (a)
increases to η = 1.2 (b), η = 1.9 (c), the mobility of grains within the monolayer begins
to increase. The crystalline ordering characteristic of η = 1.0 packings (I), which
restricts granular motion to small areas of the array, is disrupted by the introduction
of bidispersity [η = 1.2; (II)]. At the largest experimentally tested value of η = 1.9, the
granular displacement field, no longer confined, is observed along the entire length of
the elastica (III). We have outlined one respective size of grain radii used in preparing
a specific η-valued array in (b),(c) to aid visualization.
arrays, these high-mobility regions have been observed to occur in close proximity to
any disruptions of hexagonal ordering (Schunter Jr et al., 2018a; Sausset et al., 2008).
This behavior contrasts what we observe at the largest experimentally tested value of
η = 1.9: the granular displacement field is no longer confined to a small, characteristic
region and grain motion is observed along the entire extent of the elastica’s arc length
[Fig. 3·4(III)].
3.5 Discussion
It is interesting to note that by introducing geometric frustration (via bidispersity)
into the granular medium, we were able to alleviate some of the kinematic frustration
present in the confined elastica (observed to adopt a lower energy configuration in
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Fig. 3·3). We speculate the existence of an intermediate range of η-values and elastica
bending rigidity B, such that the relative effect each element has on the system
balances the other. In this intermediate range, modifications to the rigidity of the
thin elastic structure will hypothetically have the same effect as an adjustment to
η. In practice, there are certain physics and engineering scenarios where it may
be easier to change the characteristic dimensions of either the elastic structure or
the granular medium. Additionally, simple experimental models such as these of
coupled, frustrated systems may provide a novel means of investigating equipartition
in nonlinear systems (Davidovitch et al., 2019). A thorough understanding of this
energy balancing and how elastogranular systems can be “tuned” will have direct
applications to the fields of soil mechanics and civil engineering, and in the development
of burrowing robots or steerable needles.
3.6 Next steps
This work was presented in a format geared heavily towards the granular physics
community. Certain subtleties of granular experiments and simulations, such as
the almost exclusive use of the diameter ratio η = 1.4 (O’Hern et al., 2003), the
general avoidance of any crystallizing effects that occur when using a monodisperse
granular medium, the role of grain-size distributions (GSD) in determining structural
& mechanical properties of a given packing preparation (Estrada, 2016), and ultimately
how these elements can influence elastic deformations, arise naturally as questions with
regard to where this work fits in the larger context. To extend this work to include
a wider audience of elasticians and solid mechanicians, we would focus on varying
both granular AND thin structure dimensions, analyzing the coupled behavior and
continuum-limit (of more fluid-like behavior in bidisperse granular mixtures) using a
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ratio between the slender structure’s thickness h and the radii of the grains (selecting
either an average value 〈r〉 or the largest grain size in an array r1). In Fig. 3·5, we
show two example hypotheses, using these limit-based arguments. For both mono
[Fig. 3·5(a)] and bidisperse [Fig. 3·5(b)] granular preparations, we anticipate the
effective continuum limit (defined in the preceding sections of this chapter) to hold
in the limit that one of the chords ai → 0 or as long as the elastica’s thickness is on
the order of the largest size grain radius in an array h ∼ r1. However, we suspect this
limit will break down as the diameter of the largest grain size 2 r1 approaches the
initial arc length of the elastica L0: in this regime, the elastica will be lengthening into
an effectively solid granular bed, severely limiting the range of possible deformations
[Fig. 3·5(c)].
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Figure 3·5: Ideas for determining the range of effective continuum limit behavior in
both monodisperse (a), (c) and bidisperse (b) granular preparations.
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Chapter 4
PACKING TRANSITIONS IN THE
ELASTOGRANULAR CONFINEMENT
OF A SLENDER LOOP
†
4.1 Introduction
Confined thin structures are ubiquitous in nature. Spatial and length constraints have
led to a number of novel packing strategies at both the micro-scale, as when DNA
packages inside a capsid, and the macro-scale, seen in plant root development and the
arrangement of the human intestinal tract. Here, we investigate the resulting packing
behaviors between a growing slender structure constrained by deformable boundaries.
Experimentally, we vary the arc length of an elastic loop injected into an array of soft,
spherical grains at various initial number densities. At low initial packing fractions,
the elastic loop deforms as though it were hitting a flat surface by periodically folding
into the array. Above a critical packing fraction φc, local re-orientations within the
granular medium create an effectively curved surface leading to the emergence of
a distinct circular packing morphology. These results bring new insights into the
packing behavior of wires and thin sheets, and will be relevant to modeling plant root
morphogenesis, burrowing and locomotive strategies of vertebrates & invertebrates,
and developing smart, steerable needles.
†This chapter and the accompanying figures have been published in (Schunter et al., 2020b).
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4.2 A spectrum of confinements
Under rigid confinement, thin structures tend to adopt the geometry circumscribed
by their confining boundaries (Stoop et al., 2008; Hure et al., 2012; Paulsen, 2019;
Davidovitch et al., 2019; Cerda et al., 2004). Draping a thin sheet or filament
onto a rigid flat surface causes it to fold (Ribe, 2003; Sano et al., 2017), leading
to the formation of multiple alternating loops as the arc length is continuously
increased (Lloyd et al., 1978; Mahadevan and Keller, 1999). In the presence of a rigid
curved surface, flexible structures may coil, roll-up, or spiral, as seen in the packaging
of household paper products (Romero et al., 2008) or when pulling a thin sheet through
a small aperture (Boué et al., 2006). Similar folding and circular morphologies have
also been observed in thin structures under flexible/soft constraints (Vetter et al.,
2015; Shaebani et al., 2017). In both types of confinement, the material and structural
characteristics of the containing space (geometry, rigidity, etc.) are effectively fixed:
even when softly confined, packing thin structures can only slightly influence their
flexible containers (Vetter et al., 2014). What happens when the notions of boundary
compliance and geometry are less clearly defined is not well understood, yet this
situation frequently occurs when slender objects pack within complex and fragile
media.
Drawing inspiration from growth patterns in Arabidopsis roots [Figs. 4·1(vi), 4·2(VI)]
(Kolb et al., 2017; Migliaccio and Piconese, 2001; Migliaccio et al., 2013; Thompson
and Holbrook, 2004) and previous work on the buckling of thin rods in granular
media (Schunter Jr et al., 2018a; Algarra et al., 2018; Mojdehi et al., 2016; Schunter
et al., 2020a), we consider the packing of an elongating slender loop within a 2D
granular bed, where we observe the same packing transitions and geometries. In this
chapter, using a combination of experiments and scaling analysis, we characterize
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the emergent behavior of these distinct packing morphologies, and the role played by
the evolution of the surrounding granular medium. These elastogranular systems will
be helpful in the study of piercing & penetration at soft-solid interfaces (Choumet
et al., 2012; Cerkvenik et al., 2017), in the design of dirigible surgical tools (Swaney
et al., 2012), and provide a novel approach for looking at the packing of thin elastic
structures across a spectrum of confinement strengths (Chaudhuri et al., 2010; Vetter
et al., 2014; Gosselin et al., 2014; Schunter et al., 2020a).
Experimentally, we increased the arc length of an elastic loop within a container
filled with a monolayer of grains‡. The granular monolayers were prepared with initial
packing fractions φ0, and consisted of soft, spherical hydrogel grains (MagicWater-
Beads) of radius r = 9.28± 0.164 mm that were randomly placed in the experimental
enclosure (length L = 279.4 mm, and width W = 438.15 mm) [Fig. 4·2]. A long
strip of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film, identical to that used in reel-to-reel
cinema projection, is clamped within a custom-built film sprocket/roller mount to
form a “pinched” elastic loop (Domokos et al., 2003; Santillan et al., 2005) with
initial arc length S0 ≈ 75 mm, width b = 35 mm (out of the page in Fig. 4·1), and
thickness h = 0.138 mm [Figs. 4·1(i), 4·2(I)]. This device creates a single clamped-roller
boundary condition allowing for incremental adjustments ∆ to the loop’s arc length
to a new current length S = S0 + ∆, and up to a maximum value S/St = 1 (where
the film’s linear length St = 2435.2 mm)
§.
‡Very similar deformations and packing transitions were observed when an elastic strip with a
free boundary was inserted into a granular array, however the elastic loop removes any complications
with how and where the free edge of the elastica finds the edge of the container.
§An Arduino with stepper-motor stack (powering two Nema-17 steppers) allows us to smoothly
control the injected arc length ∆. Each film sprocket is mounted atop the driveshaft of its own
stepper motor. Small teeth, circling the upper and lower rim of each film sprocket, grip the edges
of the 35-mm film. As the sprockets begin turning with a synchronized rotational velocity [white
arrows, bottom Fig. 4·1(a)], the loop starts lengthening.
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Figure 4·1: A slender elastic loop elongating into granular arrays at varying initial
packing fraction φ0. (a) Below a critical initial packing fraction (φ0 < 0.641), the
elastic loop will pack into the granular medium by adopting a characteristic folded
geometry. Sequences: At low values of injected arc length, the two morphologies
appear the same, where ∆/St ≈ {0.03, 0.06, 0.12} in frames (i-iii) respectively. As
the arc length continues to increase [∆/St ≈ {0.23, 0.46} in (iv-v)], distinct packing
strategies for the thin loop begin developing. Once set, the resulting circular and
folded morphologies bear a striking resemblance to developing Aribidopsis roots in
contact with a hard agar substrate (vi) [Adapted from (Kolb et al., 2017)].
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Figure 4·2: A slender elastic loop elongating into granular arrays at varying initial
packing fraction φ0. (b) For φ0 ≥ 0.641, a characteristic circular packing morphology
emerges. Inset: Inter-particle angle and center-to-center distances used to define orien-
tational order. Sequences: At low values of injected arc length, the two morphologies
appear the same, where ∆/St ≈ {0.03, 0.06, 0.12} in frames (I-III) respectively. As
the arc length continues to increase [∆/St ≈ {0.23, 0.46} in (IV-V)], distinct packing
strategies for the thin loop begin developing. Once set, the resulting circular and
folded morphologies bear a striking resemblance to developing Aribidopsis roots in
contact with a hard agar substrate (VI) [Adapted from (Migliaccio and Piconese,
2001)].
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4.3 Folded vs. circular packing
As the arc length increases by a small amount ∆ at a quasistatic rate of 2.2 mm/s,
the elastic loop maintains its characteristic racket shape, a geometry observed over a
wide range of length scales in fluid-thin structure interactions (Py et al., 2007; Cohen
and Mahadevan, 2003) [Figs. 4·1(i-ii), 4·2(I-II)]. In the absence of any externally
applied forces, the left-right symmetry of this configuration hypothetically persists
in the limit ∆  1, however, the presence of the granular medium acts to confine
and buckle the elastic loop. Thin structures favor bending over stretching as a
deformation response to applied forces; indeed at larger ∆-values, the symmetry of
the pinched-loop configuration is lost as the thin structure relaxes stored curvature
(housed primarily in the distal tip region) [Figs. 4·1(iv), 4·2(IV)]. Continued increase of
the arc length [Figs. 4·1(v), 4·2(V)], along with local re-arrangements in the granular
medium [Fig. 4·3], elicit one of two distinct packing morphologies in the elastic loop:
a disordered folded phase [Fig. 4·1] observable over the entire range of initial packing
fractions, 0 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.828, and an ordered circular phase [Fig. 4·2] emerging only
in higher density arrays above a critical initial packing fraction φc = 0.641
¶. (Our
terminology is chosen to maintain consistency with previous works on the packing of
flexible structures in both rigid and flexible confinement (Donato et al., 2002; Boué
et al., 2006; Stoop et al., 2008; Vetter et al., 2014; Pineirua et al., 2013; Katzav et al.,
2006; Stoop et al., 2011; Shaebani et al., 2017)).
The implication here is that once jammed, the granular medium acts like a container,
housing the loop with a certain level of rigidity and degree of boundary curvature
(ranging from flat to semi-circular) that drives the system to adopt one morphology







¶When φ0 ≥ 0.774, a clear acrylic lid is placed over the enclosure to prevent sections of the loop
from dislodging vertically out of the monolayer at larger ∆-values.
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Figure 4·3: The role of the granular contour. While a freely injected elastic loop
(i) will drape against a flat surface (I), the introduction of the granular medium can
modify the curvature (ii,iii) and rigidity (II,III) of the surface against which the loop
deforms. The influence of local bond orientation order ψ6m, which provides a measure
of confining boundary rigidity, is apparent in both (II) folded and (III) circular packing
morphologies. ( ) ψ6m ≥ 0.66; ( ) 0.33 < ψ6m < 0.66; ( ) ψ6m ≤ 0.33. The experiments
shown in (I-III) are at the same injected arc length (∆/St ≈ 0.46).
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[inset, Fig. 4·2(b)], which measures the degree to which a local granular neighborhood
of monodisperse grains are hexagonally arranged (Mermin, 1968), provides a visual
and quantifiable means of assessing rigidity in a given array: highly-ordered regions
(i.e. ψ6m ≥ 0.66) act like a nearly rigid wall of grains against which the elastic loop
deforms [Fig. 4·3(II), (III)]. Determining the extent to which the surrounding grains
form a curved surface is more subtle and requires looking at how elastic deformations
in the loop influence the formation of these boundaries.
4.4 Localizing elastic deformations
We begin by quantifying the spatial extent of the slender loop’s deformation via a
penetration depth `p, the maximum distance (in the y-direction in Fig. 4·1) which
the thin structure can deform into an array at a given φ0, and a radius of gyration
Rg, characterizing the (general) area within which elastic deformations localize. The
measurement of penetration depth is straight-forward and progressively larger φ0-
values are seen to result in lower values of `p overall, regardless of the thin structure’s
chosen morphology [Fig. 4·4]. The intuitive result that it becomes increasingly difficult
to introduce additional arc length into a decreasing amount of available surface area,
contrasts with the behavior observed above φc, in which the circular morphology arises
as a deformation mode. At equal φ0, penetration depths for circular packing are
always greater than or equal to `p-values measured in folded packing configurations
[Fig. 4·4]. This behavior suggests that circular packing may be energetically preferable
for thin structures elongating within dense granular media (φ0 > φc) in finite domains,
commonly observed in root-bound plants in need of re-potting (Amoroso et al., 2010).
Values of `p remain nearly constant (at their maximum value) after the initial
buckling of the loop, however, inklings of the final morphology only become apparent
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Figure 4·4: Penetration depth `p normalized by the length L of the experimental
enclosure, as a function of initial packing fraction φ0 for folding (red diamonds) and
circular (light blue circles) geometries.
well into the post-buckling regime [Figs. 4·1(v), 4·2(V)]: the loop continues to pack
into the grains, further densifying the surrounding granular network. We quantify the
evolution of the surrounding medium towards a curved/circular profile by defining a
radius of gyration Rg. Recall that the area of an ellipse (with semi-major/semi-minor
axis’ {a, b}) Ae = πab, is equivalent to a circular area Ac = πR2g, whose radius we take
as defining the radius of gyration Rg. This approach allows us to measure Rg in all
experiments, as the elongating loop tends to accumulate in elliptically-bounded regions
below φc and in folded configurations [Fig. 4·3(ii)]. Balancing terms between {Ae, Ac}
shows that the radius of gyration: Rg ∼
√
ab (where for circular morphologies a = b)
[Fig. 4·3(iii)].
Measuring Rg over the range of φ0-values (using the freely-available ImageJ plat-
form (Rasband, 2011)), we observe that for granular arrays prepared at low to
mid-range packing fractions, φ0 . 0.6, the elastic loop exclusively adopts a folded
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geometry. In this regime the slender structure is only weakly confined (Vetter et al.,
2014). This behavior persists up until a critical packing fraction φc = 0.641, where we
begin to see the emergence of the circular morphology. This does not imply that we
always observe circular packing for φ0 ≥ φc, only that conditions within the system
are now favorable for its emergence. The absence of the circular morphology at lower
initial packing fractions reinforces the argument made previously with ψ6m that a
certain strength of confinement (i.e. level of rigidity) is needed by the grains to
observe circular packing: the grains must be able to form and maintain a semi-circular
boundary contour against which the elastic loop deforms.
4.5 The importance of boundary geometry and rigidity
We speculate that the confining geometry necessary for the transition between folded
and circular patterns is defined by a critical radius of gyration Rc. Given a 2D array
of grains with packing fraction φ0 ≥ φc, Rc is the circular inclusion that would cause
the array to jam locally, forming an effectively rigid containing space within which the
slender loop will pack. It was previously found (Schunter Jr et al., 2018a) that the soft
hydrogel grains used in these experiments become jammed at a critical packing fraction
φj = 0.8305± 0.0135. As ∆ increases in the limit that φ→ φj, the total surface area
(available to the grains) within the array will change by an amount proportional to a
circular area ∼ πR2c , such that: φj ∼ Nπr2/(LW − πR2c)‖. Rearranging to isolate for












‖We can account for the surface area of the film by either ignoring it in the limit h 1, a safe
assumption here, or considering it as being included in the measurement of Rg.
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Figure 4·5: (a) Injection of an elastic loop into a rigid container with R = 117.78
mm leads to periodic folding, while (b) injection into a container with R = 54.51 mm
leads to circular packing. The walls were cut with periodic rounded features to reduce
the contact area, and thus the friction, between the loop and the wall. (c) Radius of
gyration Rg, normalized by the length L of the experimental enclosure, as a function
of initial packing fraction φ0 for folding (red diamonds) and circular (light blue circles)
geometries. The scaling (4.2) (solid black line) yields a critical initial packing fraction
φt = 0.621.
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The RHS of Eq. (4.1) is composed entirely of known values, which yields Rc ' 94.32
mm. We corroborate this scaling argument by performing a set of additional “toy
model” experiments where the elastic loop is injected into circular, rigid walled
confinements of different sized internal diameters. This has the effect of removing the
granular part of the problem and creates a truly rigid confining boundary with which
we can test our initial assumption of treating the jammed grains as a rigid, curved
surface above φc [Fig. 4·5(a), (b)]. Experiments using this toy model produce a value
for the critical radius of gyration Rt ' 99.19 mm, close to the value obtained using
the scaling in Eq. (4.1).
Although the grains are absent in the toy model experiments, we can still infer
hypothetical values of φ0 associated with each Rg tested for these idealized rigid
boundaries. A simple rewriting of Eq. (4.1) yields the hypothetical φ0-value for a









Rearranging to isolate for Rg/L, Eq. (4.2) is plotted as a solid black line in Fig. 4·5(c),
alongside experimental measurements for both folded (red diamonds) and circular
(light blue circles) runs. The scaling (4.2) is in very good agreement with experiments;
it validates Rg as a measure of system physics and provides a lower bound to the
experimental data expressing the provisional/nominal system size (Vetter et al., 2014).
4.6 A critical length scale for elastic buckling
Normalizing Rg by an arbitrary system dimension creates de facto system-size depen-
dence; ideally, we want to be able to describe these elastogranular interactions in a
scale-invariant way. As a length scale of granular origin, Rg can be regarded as a
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Figure 4·6: (a) An elastic loop, lengthening into a semi-circular rigid container with
R = 54.95 mm, buckles at a critical force Fc in both folded (red diamonds) and circular
(light blue circles) configurations. Throughout the loading path (when S ≥ S̃ = arc
length at contact with rigid boundary), force values span the same range as the reaction
forces (b) generated in a compressed granular array as φ → φj (Schunter Jr et al.,
2018a). (c) Rescaling the radius of gyration Rg by the critical length Lc = 2π
√
B/Fc
eliminates system size dependence. Notably, circular packing emerges when Rg and
Lc are of the same order-of-magnitude (shaded region). (d) Images of the elastic loop
i. just prior to buckling and ii. immediately following buckling. iii. Images from i.
and ii. overlaid on each other, with the two regions of the loop that appear to buckle
highlighted (dashed red; solid blue). The length of the iv. left and v. right half of the
loop that appears to buckle are labeled sc. Both labeled arc lengths are longer than
2Rg, meaning this structure will pack with a circular morphology.
proxy for the geometric constraints a given grain configuration imposes on the slender
loop. The coupling between buckling in the thin loop structure and the evolution of
its granular containing space depends on elasticity of the loop. Drawing on similarities
with other physical systems involving slender structures (Wang, 1981; Cohen and
Mahadevan, 2003; Mora et al., 2012; Sano et al., 2017; Bico et al., 2018), we expect
that a characteristic length scale will play an important role in this coupled system.
Given the negligible effects of stretching and the fact that the film’s width is much
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smaller than its length (b S), we can invoke the so-called “thin strip limit” (Audoly
and Pomeau, 2010), in which the plate equations normally needed to describe this
problem become analogous to the equations for thin rods. Therefore, the slender loop
can then be treated as an Euler column, where buckling occurs when S is increased to




The bending rigidity B = EI of the slender loop (with Young’s modulus E and second
moment of area I = h3b/12) is calculated using the “free-fold test” via the formula:
B = 1.342µδ3 (where µ is the weight per unit length and δ is the height of the loop
when laying/placed on its side) (Plaut, 2015). The result, B = 20.70 N·mm2, compares
quite well with that obtained using material parameters for PET commonly cited in the
literature (Goodfellow, 2020), B = 21.46 N·mm2. Using the toy-model experiments,
we directly measured the critical buckling force Fc for the idealized case of a truly
rigid confining boundary. We observe a buckling force of Fc ≈ −0.12 N for both
folded [red diamonds; Fig. 4·6(a)] and circular [light blue circles; Fig. 4·6(a)] packing
morphologies. We independently compared this value to the reaction force of the
grains measured as the size of the container was decreased (Schunter Jr et al., 2018a),
i.e. as φ is increased. The critical buckling force of the elastic loop is proportional to
the reaction force measured at or just above the jamming point φj for these particular
grains, where an effectively rigid, locally jammed region of the granular boundary
generates a reaction force [Fig. 4·6(b)].
Fig. 4·6(c) shows Rg as a function of φ0, where Rg has been rescaled by the critical
length Lc = 82.52 mm. Circular packing necessitates buckling of the slender loop
(allowing it to accommodate excess length or “buffer-by-buckling” (Vella, 2019)) and
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the presence of a circular confining boundary, conditions which become possible when
Rg and Lc are of equal orders-of-magnitude:
Rg = Rc ∼ Lc . (4.4)
The existence of this length scale helps illuminate the lack of physical information
provided by the penetration depth: Lc is the length scale of elastic buckling. While
we calculate Lc from independent measurements of B and Fc, a natural question is:
what length of the elastic loop does Lc correspond to? Returning to the toy model
experiments, we isolate two images of the elastic loop just prior to buckling [Fig. 4·6(d)–
i.] and just after buckling [Fig. 4·6(d)–ii.] Overlaying these images [Fig. 4·6(d)–iii.],
we identify two portions of the elastic loop that appear to buckle at the same time
(one on the left half of the loop, the other on the right half). Isolating each length
that appears to buckle, and labeling it sc, we would expect these structures to pack
with a circular morphology if we take Lc ≡ sc/2 and find that sc/2 ' Rg. We find
that both lengths are approximately greater than or equal to the radius of gyration
containing the loop (Rg = 67.2 mm; sc/2 = 66.9 mm [dashed red], sc/2 = 70.6 mm
[solid blue]), which suggests these lengths that appear to buckle are what drives the
selection of the packing morphology∗∗.
In circular morphologies, the energy minimization strategy for the elastic loop is
essentially fixed once the circular profile is formed. Additional injected arc length will
wrap around this inner circle similar to DNA spooling within a capsid (Phillips et al.,
2012). We can measure this radius value experimentally, or infer a value using the
∗∗The transition between periodic folding and circular packing occurs when Rg/Lc . 1. However,
the curvature near the elastic loop is dictated by the local arrangement of grains. If the grains pack
with a large radius of curvature, the loop will pack periodically, even if Rg/Lc . 1. To confirm this
using our toy model, we injected an elastic loop into an ellipse of Rg = 67.2 mm, and find that it
folds periodically even though packing into a circular profile with equal Rg = 67.2 mm led to circular
packing [Fig. 4·5].
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Figure 4·7: Normalized maximum measured curvature κm as a function of initial
packing fraction φ0 for folding (red diamonds) and circular (light blue circles) ge-
ometries. The yellow pentagon represents the anticipated limiting behavior of this
elastogranular system. Inset: As φ0 → 0.907, the maximum observable loop-tip
curvature will approach a limiting value κh, with a radius of curvature on the order of
the average size grain radius in an array.
scaling in (4.1). In folded morphologies, we observe the formation of a cascade of loops
increasing in number as either ∆ or φ0 become larger, with loop-tip curvature values
appearing to approach a limiting value κh. A similar situation has been observed
numerically in elastic rings with self contact (Flaherty et al., 1972). The limiting
curvature κh is the largest amount the loop may be bent by the granular medium
without inducing any plastic deformation. Due to the monodispersity of the grains, we
know a priori the granular medium will approach a hexagonal-packing configuration
as an equilibrium geometry (Van Hecke, 2009; Curk et al., 2019). We thus anticipate
that a loop-tip has a limiting radius of curvature, 1/κh, on the order of the average
size grain radius r [inset, Fig. 4·7].
Along with material considerations, how slender structures deform depends in-
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timately on their boundary interactions. For the canonical case of elongating thin
objects confined within rigid containers, the geometry, stiffness, and boundary con-
tinuity of the confining space can each contribute to the deformation morphologies
adopted by these objects. By studying elastogranular packing, we are able to probe a
system in which large elastic deformations occur within transitional boundaries. The
discrete, flexible network of the granular medium surrounding the loop (at low packing
fractions) will change under increasing confinement, becoming more analogous to a
continuous, rigid containing space. Simple experimental systems such as these provide
a novel investigative tool for looking at how macroscale geometric features can arise
in complex media, and how these features in turn affect interactions with inclusions.
4.7 Future directions
We are very interested in being able to simulate these experiments in some fashion.
Along with the time-savings, the ability to run numerical experiments allows us to look
at the influence of things like friction, system size, grain-size distributions (GSD), and
what happens when we increase the injected arc length exponentially or at varying
rates. Focusing also on the case of a freely injected thin elastic strip, for which we have
a modest set of preliminary experiments completed, is another possible investigative
direction, though the image analysis required to obtain useable data poses some
significant challenges.
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ELASTOGRANULAR BUCKLING OF A
SLENDER RING
5.1 Introduction
Thin flexible-walled structures provide utilitarian geometries in a variety of biological
and engineering contexts. Whether describing the origins of certain vascular disorders,
the mechanics of thin membranes, or in constructing domed architectures, under-
standing how these thin objects respond to external forcing is crucial. Previous work
has focused on thin structures deforming within media that, in general, have both
compositional and mechanical homogeneity. In comparison, much less is known about
the behavior of slender structures embedded in active or driven matter, such as a
vibrating granular monolayer. By placing a thin elastic ring within a horizontally
driven 2D granular bed, we investigate the phase space of buckling morphologies that
arises under gradual compression of this coupled system. Varying the compression
rate U , we see a crossover between two distinct regimes, with ring buckling geometries
reflecting the degree of granular force homogeneity. These results will bring new
insight into how flexible structures deform & pack within complex media, and will
be relevant in geometric approaches to cell mechanics, the design of soft robots, the
modeling of animal movements, and developing responsive, directable medical devices.
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5.2 Thin elastic rings and shells
The pressure buckling of thin elastic shells, whether of biological or mechanical origin,
is a classical problem in elasticity with a rich history of inquiry (Landau and Lifshitz,
1986). The structural advantages gained in building doubly-curved surfaces motivates
their frequent use amongst architects and civil engineers, however the higher dimen-
sional geometries of shell objects lead to a number of unique physical situations when a
shell’s elastic stability is compromised (Bažant and Cedolin, 2010; Audoly and Pomeau,
2010). With an approximate, dimensionally reduced geometry (Niordson, 1985), the
stability of thin elastic shells is typically studied under the influence of local point-like
forces (Pogorelov, 1988), differential growth (Pezzulla et al., 2018), or homogeneously
applied pressure differentials (Tadjbakhsh and Odeh, 1967; Thompson and Hunt,
1984). The deformation behavior of thin shells in non-uniform/inhomogeneous fields,
such as the network of forces generated by the constituent particles of a granular
medium (Hunt et al., 2010; Tordesillas et al., 2011), remains comparatively less
explored.
Here we consider the behavior of a thin elastic ring (geometrically analogous
to an infinitely long cylindrical shell) placed within the bulk of a driven granular
monolayer under applied uniaxial compression. Varying the rate of compression U , we
observe a qualitative change in ring buckling morphologies, delineating two distinct
deformation regimes intimately tied to the relative uniformity in the surrounding
granular force network. For a certain class of granular systems, compaction rates have
already been shown to influence granular dynamics: in general, these experiments
& simulations model hard sphere packings under the influence of gravity and an
additional compaction stimulus, such as mechanical vibrations (Metcalfe et al., 2002;
Reis et al., 2006), tapping (Fiscina et al., 2010; Lumay and Vandewalle, 2005),
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Figure 5·1: (a) The uniaxial compression of a slender elastic ring placed in the
center of a mechanically-excited granular medium induces characteristic buckling
morphologies with a dynamic evolution towards self-contact (i–iv) that varies with
the rate of compression U .
or tamping (Kudrolli et al., 1997). In this chapter, combining experiments and
scaling analysis, we study the dynamic evolution of buckling shapes and use the
resulting geometries as a device-free sensor of local granular force distributions. The
study of buckling phenomena in active elastogranular systems provides a unique
experimental framework for looking at shape transformations of slender structures
in non-static (Kodio et al., 2019), non-uniform (Azzuni and Guzey, 2019) loading
environments and can provide insight into the deformation mechanics of a host of
related soft matter systems (Hannezo et al., 2012).
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Figure 5·2: For rings with varying Young’s moduli E =
{0.2 (Row 1), 0.6 (Row 2), 0.8 (Row 3)} MPa, respectively, at different densifi-
cation rates, experimentally observed transient mode shapes can be classified into
three generally axisymmetric geometries: (a),(b) pinched-ring (for 0.01 . U . 1.0
mm/s), (b) pear-shaped (for U & 0.1 mm/s), and (c) buckled-shell morphologies
(U & 1.0 mm/s).
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5.3 An elastic ring in a granular gas
Experimentally, we decreased the internal area of an enclosure filled with a monolayer
of grains surrounding a thin elastic ring. To prepare the granular monolayer, a
bidisperse mixture of large (r1 = 3.14± 0.005 mm, N = 708) and small (r2 = 2.375
mm, N = 684) hard spherical grains are placed inside an experimental enclosure of
initial width W0 ≈ 215 mm [solid black line, bottom Fig. 5·1(a)] and length L = 222.25
mm [solid black line, left-side Fig. 5·1(i)]. A single, displacement-controlled boundary
allows the enclosure’s internal area to be adjusted (at varying rates U) up to a
maximum distance ∆ = 30 mm [white arrows, Fig. 5·1(a)]. A load-cell (Interface)
mounted to this actuating boundary allows for the simultaneous measurement of
compressive reaction forces exerted onto the wall by the granular bed. The enclosure
sits atop a linear air bearing and is attached to a mechanical oscillator/shaker by
fastening the shaker’s drive shaft to a recess in the enclosure’s base plate. This set-up
allows the container to be driven horizontally [y-direction in Fig. 5·1(a), perpendicular
to the x-direction of compression] with an amplitude a = 100 mV and frequency
f = 35 Hz‡. Elastic rings with Young’s moduli E = {0.2, 0.6, 0.8} MPa, respectively,
are fabricated by pouring poly-vinylsiloxane (PVS) onto smooth, machine grade
aluminum cylinders. Upon curing, individual strips are cut from these larger molds to
produce rings of radius R0 = 31.75 mm, arc length S0 = 63.5π mm, respective heights
b = {9.1, 9.0, 10.0} mm, and respective uniform thicknesses h = {1.1, 0.9, 0.59} mm
[by Reynold’s thinning law (De Gennes et al., 2013)].
At the start of an experiment, a single ring is arranged in the center of the
granular bulk, optimizing the capture of images/videos by a digital camera (Canon
‡These values are chosen to minimize noise in the forces recorded by the load cell (lower amplitude
values prevent a smooth, uninterrupted displacement of the wall) and to discourage any drifting
motions of the ring away from the center of the enclosure towards the boundaries (which becomes an
issue at f ≈ 40− 45 Hz).
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Figure 5·3: Non-dimensional force F̃ plotted as a function of rescaled time τ ≡ t/tf
for rings with Young’s modulus E = 0.8 MPa. Varying the wall compression rate U =
[0.01 ( ), 0.05 ( ), 0.1 ( ), 0.5 ( ), 1.0 ( ), 10.0 (∗)] mm/s leads to noticeable differences
in force growth & evolution. As U increases, loss of ring stability occurs at smaller
and smaller τ -values (a) and there is a qualitative shift in buckling behavior from
continuous towards more discontinuous (b) type buckling events. Loading paths are
qualitatively similar for rings fabricated with E = {0.2, 0.6} MPa.
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D60) positioned above the container. Prior to compression, we begin injecting energy
into the system by switching on the mechanical shaker. The initial internal area of
the ring A0 (which is devoid of grains) is taken with respect to this excited state
and we treat the reference geometry as circular (although slight perturbations can
occur due to the dynamic nature of the granular medium). Using a mechanical shaker
to provide continuous, gentle energy injection allows us to minimize inter-particle
friction (Bandi et al., 2013) and in theory, to lessen the degree of inhomogeneity
inherent in granular stress field distributions (Majmudar and Behringer, 2005) by
allowing the medium to relax towards a (non-equilibrium) steady-state (Coulais et al.,
2014). Granular dynamics, along with the simultaneous uniaxial compression of the
entire system, generates an external field that induces buckling without trapping the
elastic ring in “frozen-in”, kinematically-frustrated states (Schunter et al., 2020a).
At small compression rates (U . 0.1 mm/s), we find morphologies more consistent
with those anticipated by classical elasticity for the buckling of an elastic ring under
uniform pressure [“pinched-ring” geometries; Fig. 5·2(a), (b)]. By increasing the
rate of compression, we observe a divergence away from this classical behavior: the
slender ring adopts higher level mode shapes more akin to those observed in thin
structures interacting with viscous fluids [“pear-shaped” geometries; Fig. 5·2(c)] and
in two-dimensional vesicles [“buckled-shell” geometries; Fig. 5·2(d)]§. While it is
possible to observe higher buckling modes (up to n ∼ 6), in general these modes are
smoothed out by compressive effects. Uniaxial compression of the system is not halted
or paused once a specific geometry appears and we instead focus on dynamic evolution,
passing between states up to the point of self-contact (and beyond in some cases).
§We categorize buckling geometries as pinched-rings, pear-shapes, or buckled-shells in an effort
to maintain consistency with previous works on the buckling of circular rings (Flaherty et al., 1972;
Timoshenko and Gere, 2009), fluid/thin-structure interactions (Jung et al., 2006) and the deformation
mechanics of vesicles & elastic capsules (Veerapaneni et al., 2009; Quemeneur et al., 2012; Boltz and
Kierfeld, 2015; Barthes-Biesel, 2016; Wang et al., 2019).
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Determining whether the pinched-ring, pear-shaped, and buckled shell geometries are
true equilibrium configurations, or if they represent intermediate states could be the
subject of a future study.
5.4 Relative uniformity of granular force network
To better understand (and corroborate) how the relative uniformity of the granular
force network is reflected in the elastic deformations of the ring, we begin by looking
at the loading paths for granular reaction forces measured at different compression
rates U [Fig. 5·3]. Rescaling all temporal values by a characteristic time tf (specifying
the time required to displace an individual grain the largest possible distance ∼
∆) yields a dimensionless quantity τ ≡ t/tf , allowing us to more readily compare
experiments at differing U -values. Granular reaction forces F are normalized by
the critical compressive buckling force generated in an elastic ring under a uniform
pressure loading (Timoshenko and Gere, 2009): Fc = Eh
3b/4R20 [black dashed lines
in Fig. 5·3(a), (b)]¶. For the smallest rates investigated (U ≤ 0.05 mm/s), this
dimensionless force F̃ = F/Fc grows more-or-less steadily over τ after the ring buckles
at a threshold value F̃t = 1. Beyond F̃t, intervals of increasing force tend to be followed
by periods where F̃ ≈ constant [Fig. 5·3(b)].
Notice that increasing U has the effect of shifting (in τ) where the initial buckling
of the ring occurs (i.e. buckling happens sooner) [Fig. 5·3(a)], but also does not appear
to have an appreciable influence on the magnitude of the critical buckling force (at
least at the current experimental resolution) [Fig. 5·3(b)]. However, as U → U > 0.05
mm/s, we observe that the compression rate strongly influences the absolute magnitude
and dynamic evolution of the loading path in the post-buckling regime: following an
¶Given that the ring’s width b S0, we can regard this slender structure as either a thin beam
(i.e. an elastica), or a narrow strip (Audoly and Pomeau, 2010). Values of the critical buckling force
Fc are of equal orders-of-magnitude, regardless of the choice in geometry made by the analyst.
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Figure 5·4: Reduced area A/A0 as a function of modified Cauchy number Ca∗ =√
ρaU2R30/B for a slender ring with Young’s modulus E = 0.6 MPa and compression
rate U = 0.01 mm/s. Ca∗ quantifies the balance between elastic bending and inertial
effects in the grains. The evolution in pinched-ring geometries, as well as the functional
dependence of reduced area on a dimensionless pressure/force term, is very similar to
the results obtained in (Flaherty et al., 1972) for a circular elastica ring under uniform
pressure.
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initially rapid increase, F̃ -values are observed to vacillate between periods of growth
and decay [Fig. 5·3(b)]. These fluctuations, a hallmark of discontinuous buckling
events (Bažant and Cedolin, 2010), coincide with the emergence of buckling geometries
typically associated with thin rings/capsules in uneven pressure distributions (Boltz
and Kierfeld, 2015; Huang et al., 2011; Barthes-Biesel, 2016) [Fig. 5·2(c), (d)]. We
take this change in loading path behavior, coinciding with the appearance of pear-
shaped and buckled-shell morphologies, as a signal of growing non-uniformity in the
distribution of granular forces‖.
5.5 Dynamic buckling of a slender ring: a modified Cauchy
number
To induce buckling and generate a measurable reaction force, the granular medium must
be (at least locally) in a jammed state. By assuming a linear relationship between the
granular velocity field and the compression rate of the actuating wall, regions/clusters
of jammed grains within the array can be considered as moving rigidly with a speed
≈ U (as demonstrated in previous works on the jamming transition (Drocco et al.,
2005) and 2D jamming fronts (Waitukaitis et al., 2013)). Using this assumption
(along with the fact that the granular mixture is prepared at a high packing fraction
φ0 ≈ 0.80, close to the value φj ' 0.84 frequently taken as the jamming point in 2D




‖In these experiments, the largest F̃ -values occur at the fastest compression rate (U = 10.0
mm/s). However, we suspect these measurements are somewhat artificial as the presence of a free
surface allows for grains to dislodge vertically out of the monolayer. Grains in close proximity to
the actuating wall will dislodge and subsequently pile-up close to the moving boundary. This “snow
plow effect” (Waitukaitis and Jaeger, 2012; Marks et al., 2015) is responsible for the larger measured
forces.
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Figure 5·5: Increasing compression rate to U = 0.1 mm/s (for a slender ring with
Young’s modulus E = 0.6 MPa) leads to the emergence of pear-shaped geometries and
a noticeably different functional dependence of reduced area A/A0 on Ca
∗. Values
of Ca∗ decrease slightly during the dynamic evolution of the ring geometry from
pear-shaped towards self-contact. We take this decrease as marking the crossover
where it becomes necessary to include the effects of stretching. Inset: A buckled shell
morphology (with a negligible change in reduced-area) results from compressing the
same ring at U = 10.0 mm/s.
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quantifying the compressive effects of the granular medium (where the total mass
of both large and small grains m = 154.025 g and the areal density ρa =
m
LW−A).
Granular dynamics, which tend to drive elastic deformations, are opposed by the ring’s
total elastic energy (per unit length), a sum of bending Ub ∼ B/R2 and stretching
Us ∼ Ebhε2 contributions which seek to preserve the slender structure’s reference
geometry (with R = 1/κ a typical radius of curvature, B = Ebh3/12 the bending
rigidity of an incompressible circular ring, and ε a typical strain measure) (Holmes,
2019). For thin structures, stretching is energetically costly; as a result, the analyst
almost always seeks to first understand the effects of energetically preferable bending
deformations (Deserno, 2015). Differentiating Ub (in an order-of-magnitude sense) with
respect to the ring’s arc length produces a quantity ∼ B/R3 (the buckling pressure)
that is dimensionally consistent with the dynamic granular pressure in Eq. (5.1).
Taking R0 to represent the typical radius of curvature and balancing ρaU
2 ∼ B/R30,




expressing the relative magnitudes of elastic bending and granular inertial effects (Raux
et al., 2010; Yorkston et al., 2020).
In Fig. 5·4, we plot the reduced area of the ring A/A0 as a function of Eq. (5.2) for
experiments where U = 0.01 mm/s. The dynamic evolution of buckling morphologies
mirrors the progression of shapes observed in the uniform pressure buckling of an
elastic tube/ring [specifically, see Fig. 4 in (Flaherty et al., 1972)], and displays a
similar functional dependence of the reduced area on a dimensionless pressure. These
strong similarities help support the assertion that lower U -values generate more
uniform granular force fields, but also suggest that the effects of bending dominate in
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this lower rate range (as an inextensible elastica model is used to obtain the phase
map in (Flaherty et al., 1972)). Thus, we might expect a bending-only model to
yield functional dependencies of reduced area on Cauchy number (comparable to
that seen in Fig. 5·4) extending throughout the range of experimentally investigated
U -values. However, upon increasing the compression rate to U = 0.1 mm/s [Fig. 5·5],
our previous analogy becomes more difficult to make: along with the emergence of
the peculiar pear-shaped geometry, values of Ca∗ are seen to decrease as the ring
geometry is gradually compressed towards self-contact. For the largest compression
rate U = 10.0 mm/s [inset, Fig. 5·5] there does not appear to be any functional
dependence of the reduced area on the Cauchy number.
The observations at larger U -values are non-intuitive and lead to questions regarding
what might be missing in our current analytical approach. We speculate that a
transition in system behavior occurs (around U ≈ 0.1 mm/s) where treating the
granular generated forces as a uniform external pressure field acting on the ring
is no longer a valid approximation. Future work may validate this hypothesis by
solving the inverse problem (see Section 5.6), but in the interim, we may be able
to look to deformations in the slender ring for certain clues. In the presence of
an increasingly non-uniform granular pressure, it may become necessary to include
stretching contributions (Boltz and Kierfeld, 2015) to properly describe the evolution
of ring deformation geometries (in contrast to an essentially inextensible regime at
low U , where an elastica model suffices (Tadjbakhsh and Odeh, 1967; Flaherty et al.,
1972)). To test this assumption, we measured the arc lengths of the ring profiles shown
as insets accompanying specific points in Figs. 5·4, 5·5. Plotting the dimensionless arc
length S/S0 as a function of the reduced area in Fig. 5·6, we see that the pear-shaped
[Fig. 5·6(b)] and buckled-shell [Fig. 5·6(c)] morphologies do indeed appear to undergo
minute stretching deformations. While there is possibly a trend in the data of Fig. 5·6,
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Figure 5·6: Dimensionless arc length S/S0 as a function of reduced area for slender
rings (E = 0.6 MPa) compressed at (a) U = 0.01 mm/s ( ), (b) U = 0.1 mm/s ( ),
and (c) U = 10.0 mm/s (∗). We measure up to the point of self-contact in (a),(b).
Pear-shaped and buckled-shell geometries do appear to undergo small stretching
deformations. Dashed lines are guides for the eye.
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Figure 5·7: Numerically computed profiles of a slender elastic ring buckling under
the application of (a) symmetric point loads (on both upper and lower faces; analogous
to the case of a uniformly acting external pressure) and (b) a combination of point
(upper face) and distributed (lower face) loads.
these deformations are so small that they may not be statistically significant; as such,
it’s unwise to make any definitive conclusions on the role of stretching at this point.
Running experiments with conditions allowing for larger values of S/S0 (which we
may be able to induce by fabricating thinner rings or through some clever boundary
modifications that generate a measurable shear) or supplementing with simulations
will help to further clarify the interplay between, and the respective roles of, the
energies {Ub,Us} across a range of compression rates.
5.6 Solving the inverse problem
Moving forward, we will concentrate on solving the inverse problem, using experimen-
tally measured ring profiles (extracted from image sequences using a variation of the
MATLAB code provided in the Appendix) to asses the relative uniformity in the gran-
ular force network and the changes this network incurs under increased compression
rate U . We are currently working on this numerical approach using the commercial
software Mathematica [Fig. 5·7], with the hope of answering the question: Is it
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possible to use local curvature values κ to obtain approximate measurements of local
granular force or pressure gradients? To experimentally determine useable informa-
tion on granular force networks, the analyst in general must design a set-up where
either (i.) The grains are composed of a photoelastic material, or (ii.) An external
measuring device like a load cell has been integrated into the system (Behringer and
Chakraborty, 2018). The potential to use elastic deformations as device-free probes of
mechanical packing properties in granular materials opens the door to a broader class
of experiments, while still providing quantifiable results for comparison with prior art.




6.1 Where do we go from here?
Although a combination of two very old problems, the planar buckling of variable
geometry elasticae and the two-dimensional packing of circular or disk-like granular
particles, the investigation of elastogranular phenomena is very much in its developmen-
tal stages as a field of study. In recent years, advances in digital image acquisition &
processing techniques, along with increased computing power and the wide availability
of customizable programming tools, have made this type of coupled physics problem
much more accessible from an experimental viewpoint. As such, there is a lot of
unexplored room to roam, and the only foreseeable limitations future researchers will
face is their own imagination. My hope is that the ideas presented in this dissertation
have laid some important groundwork, but also that they get more people excited
about this area and stimulate new ideas.
My work focuses more on the fundamental physics underlying elastogranular
systems and I think the most immediate step future researchers can (and will) take is
to start looking at how this physics can be used in applied engineering settings via
experiments, simulations, or product design. The original inspiration for this work
was understanding how thin structures deform in variable media (aimed ultimately
at the design of a steerable needle for use in localized drug delivery or arthroscopic
surgery), and so the latter is not only a relevant proving ground, but is also where I
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think the best and most advantageous ideas are waiting.
Buckling is generally something to avoid, however as we’ve seen, this becomes
more difficult the thinner we make our structures (Audoly and Pomeau, 2010) and the
more intricate our boundaries become. Rather than seeking to prevent these elastic
instabilities, what if we instead were to capitalize on them (Vella, 2019), using buckling
deformations to expand the capabilities of existing tools and also invent newer ones?
Hypodermic needles, catheter tubing, and polyp snares are three illustrative examples
which come to mind (Liu et al., 2018). To prevent buckling during the puncture of
soft tissues, hypodermic needles typically have smaller lengths (∼ 1.25− 5 cm) and
are more rigid (Clayton and Stock, 2004). Catheters and polyp snares are generally
more flexible and have larger penetration depths, however these devices typically must
be housed in a semi-rigid, small diameter guide tube to prevent any pre-buckling of
the implements during insertion (Miller et al., 2014). The ability to control a thin,
freely injecting elastic rod or filament in both diagnostic & surgical settings provides
increased functionality; due to the transitional natural of granular matter and the
role(s) thin structures can have in eliciting those changes, this work provides valuable
insight into how surgical tools can deform under variable loading scenarios, specifically,
with regards to the compliance of the surrounding tissues.
Root growth has been another common parallel throughout this work. Root
function is essentially two-fold: root networks help the organism to grow & thrive (via
transpiration, tropisms, etc.) but must also provide structural stability in the form
of a reliable anchoring system (Kolb et al., 2017). One might imagine a soft matter
probing device (similar to the buckling rods in Chapters 2 & 3) with the ability to
burrow/bore into extraterrestrial ground surfaces, creating anchoring mechanisms for
the securing of spacecraft & equipment, or for use in the collection of soil samples and
the recording of temperature readings (a problem which NASA is currently trying
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to negotiate (JPL, 2020)). Another promising area for using elastogranularity is in
soft robotics applications aimed at building self-erecting structures. As is often the
case, a clever strategy for this already exists in nature: a member of the bivalve
class, the razor clam uses its bulbous foot (a muscular appendage with a geometry
similar to the lengthening elastic loop examined in Chapter 4) as a flexible hinge
to anchor within a soft granular substrate, pull it’s body into an upright/vertical
position, and subsequently burrow down into the medium (Pohlo, 1963; Dorgan,
2015). When applied to structural support columns or members, the elastogranular
mechanics of this self-righting technique may prove useful for the rapid construction of
emergency sheltering after natural disasters, or in building temporary facilities needed
for field-work.
On the academic side of things, I think there is a real need for a shared language
amongst the granular physics community and solid mechanicians, as there are very
basic concepts that can lead to large miscommunications. As an example, “compression
rate” is not a universal term amongst all practitioners: defined as the growth rate of
particle diameters in hard-sphere simulations (Donev et al., 2007), compression rate
typically characterizes a dynamic loading scenario in solid mechanics (Bažant and
Cedolin, 2010). I think many of these nomenclature nuances will clarify themselves
over time, but they can be a source of confusion for people that want to begin this
kind of work. I encourage anyone who is interested in elastogranular phenomena
to embrace that confusion and channel it into creating a new scientific dialect, ever
mindful of the power of physics in describing the natural world. I am looking forward





I have included the following (commented) MATLAB code as a representation of the
range of tools needed to analyze problems in elastogranular mechanics. Using this code,
the analyst can locate the elastica in both small & large deformation regimes, calculate
a variety of elastica parameters (arc length, amplitudes Aβ, wavelength λ, etc.), track
granular displacements, calculate a range of granular parameters (φ, ψ6, Z,Ψ6, etc.),
and store/organize processed data in a convenient, dimensionally accurate form. This
code was written to perform the image processing and data analysis in (Schunter Jr
et al., 2018a; Schunter et al., 2020a). Any additionally required open-source scripts or
functions are noted (where applicable) in the headings to individual sections of code.
The conversion of the native MATLAB code into a LATEX compatible format was
greatly assisted by the work of (Knorn, 2020).





6 folder name = uigetdir; % User selects folder with sequence of images
7 dirOutput = dir(fullfile(folder name, '*.jpg')); % Directory contents
8 % of .jpg files, change extension accordingly
9 fileNames = {dirOutput.name}'; % Get the file names of .jpg's
10 numFrames = numel(fileNames); % Number of files we have to loop over
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11
12 B = imread(fullfile(folder name, fileNames{114}));% Read 114th image
13 % Reading 114th image lets viewer know if elastica will double back
14
15 imageSize = size(B); % Get its height and width
16
17 % % Initialize structures to store and organize all data
18 % Initialize a structure to save (x,y) info for elastica per frame




23 'minX wrtmid',{},'maxX wrtmid',{},'minX wrtroller',...
24 {},'maxX wrtroller',{},'w1',{},'w2',{});
25
26 % Initialize a structure to store all the granular data
27 granularLeft = struct('centers',{},'radii',{},'centersLg',{},...
28 'radiiLg',{},'centersSm',{},'radiiSm',{},'N',{},'phi6',{},...
29 'Phi6',{},'Psi6loc',{});




34 % Initialize structure to store arclength calculations
35 arcs = struct('plain arc',{},'sections',{},'curv',{},'u full',{},...
36 'u 123',{},'ubending',{});
37 dataset run = struct('maxX wrtmid',{},'maxX wrtroller','w1',{},...
38 'w2',{},'minX wrtmid',{},'minX wrtroller',{},'deltaLp',{},...
39 'plain arc',{},'sections',{},'bestofboth',{});
40
41 areaLeft = zeros(numFrames,1);
42 areaRight = zeros(numFrames,1);
43 posList = zeros(300*numFrames,3);
1 %% GET IMAGE MASK (USE ONLY FOR GRANULAR & ARC LENGTH CALC)
2 % % If user is only interested in arc length, trace a rectangle
3 % around beam using width of roller mount as the base width of
4 % your rectangle.
5 % % If user is interested in arc length and granular medium, trace a
6 % rectangle around the entire box, leaving extra space at sides to
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7 % account for reflection of beads off acrylic walls.
8
9 imshow(B); % Show the user the 1st image
10 rect = getrect; % The user draws a rectangle around the box of beads
11 % (doesn't have to be perfect)
12 % X-vector for the poly2mask function
13 xMask = [rect(1) rect(1)+rect(3) rect(1)+rect(3) rect(1) rect(1)];
14 % Y-vector for the poly2mask function
15 yMask = [rect(2) rect(2) rect(2)+rect(4) rect(2)+rect(4) rect(2)];
16 M = poly2mask(xMask, yMask, imageSize(1), imageSize(2)); % Mask
17 N = uint8(M); % Inverted mask
18 scalePix = 279.4/rect(1,4); % Scale factor to convert from pix to mm
1 %% FIND CENTERLINE OF ELASTICA
2 count = 0;
3 tic
4
5 for i = 1:numFrames
6
7 A = imread(fullfile(folder name, fileNames{i})); % Read image i
8 Acrop = A.*repmat(N,[1,1,3]); % Masked image
9 clc
10 count = count+1
11
12 % % Define tolerances of {R,G,B} pixels
13 % Ask yourself HOW BRIGHT ARE YOUR PHOTOS???
14 % Re = Acrop(:,:,1)<79;
15 % Ge = Acrop(:,:,2);
16 % Be = Acrop(:,:,3)>91;
17 % BluePixels = Re & Ge & Be;
18
19 % % For a HIGH/BRIGHT LIGHT setting
20 Re = Acrop(:,:,1)<100; % Adjust to 35<Re>60 for lighter images
21 Ge = Acrop(:,:,2)<160; % Adjust to 105<Ge<130 for lighter images
22 Be = Acrop(:,:,3)>60; % 29 is original;
23 BluePixels = Re & Ge & Be; % Combine the three channels
24
25 % % For a SUPER BRIGHT LIGHT setting ==> convert to HSV
26 % BB = rgb2hsv(Acrop);
27 % Rv = BB(:,:,1)<.86 & BB(:,:,1)>.003;
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28 % Gv = BB(:,:,2)>.344; % '.4' ==> '.35'
29 % Bv = BB(:,:,3); %>.38; % <.68 is orginal tol
30 % BluePixels = Rv & Gv & Bv; % Combine all three channels
31
32 % % Process the image to isolate beam
33 isolated1 = bwareaopen(BluePixels,2500); % Remove pixels < 2500
34 isolated2 = bwmorph(isolated1, 'majority');
35 se = strel('line',13,90); % Base setting = 11
36 se2 = strel('disk',5,8);
37 dilated = imdilate(isolated2,se); % Dilate pixels & fill gaps
38 isolated3 = bwmorph(dilated, 'majority');
39
40 eroded = imerode(isolated3,se2); % Erode back to the last state; not
41 % neccesary for thinner elasticae
42 stats2 = regionprops(eroded,'Area');
43 k(i).area = (stats2.Area);
44 isolated4 = bwareaopen(eroded,k(i).area);
45 k(i).matrix = isolated4;
46 beam = bwareafilt(isolated4,1,'largest');
47 % k(i).matrix = beam;
48
49 % Find each pixel, store its location as x & y




1 %% CALCULATE MAX DISPLACEMENT w(x), AND ARC LENGTH OF CENTERLINE
2 % This section requires the additional (downloadable) scripts:
3 % arclength.m ==> (c) John D'Errico (2010)
4 % consolidator.m ==> (c) John D'Errico (2006)
5
6 count = 0
7 tic
8
9 for j = 1:numFrames
10
11 A = imread(fullfile(folder name, fileNames{j}));
12
13 xSpline = k(j).y; % k(j) indexing asks for a single element of a
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14 % character array i.e. "linear indexing"
15 ySpline = k(j).x;
16
17 clc
18 count = count+1
19
20 [xg0, yg0] = consolidator(xSpline, ySpline, @mean); % Averages
21 % multiple Y-values associated with a unique X-value by the
22 % arithmetic mean
23 xg = smooth(xg0); % Smooths X data using a moving average filter
24 yg = smooth(yg0);
25
26 fitresult = csape(xg, yg,'variational'); % Fits a "natural" cubic
27 % spline curve with second derivatives of ends = 0
28 yval = fnval(fitresult, xg); % Organizes scalar Y-values of
29 % spline fit; Data chain is {k(j).y = xSpline = xg}
30
31 % % Plot primary and secondary maxima (i.e. both peaks that form due
32 % to buckling)
33 [minY index] = min(yval); % Index value of Y-minumum
34 minX = fitresult.breaks(index); % Scalar X-value corresponding to
35 % a Y-index
36
37 [maxY index] = max(yval); % Index value of Y-maximum
38 maxX = fitresult.breaks(index);
39
40 % % Safe check in event deflection distances are close in value
41 % This is only valid for tests with THE BOUNDARY-TO-BOUNDARY
42 % REFERENCE LINE.
43
44 if abs(min(yval)) > max(yval) == 1; % Comparison of total
45 % distance from tangential reference line (in pixels)
46
47 [maxY index] = min(yval);
48 maxY = min(yval);
49 maxX = fitresult.breaks(index); % Piecewise sections
50 % created by spline fit to form a piecewise polynomial
51
52 [minY index] = max(yval);
53 minX = fitresult.breaks(index);
54 else
55 [maxY index] = max(yval); % Index value of primary maximum
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56 [maxY index] = max(yval(yval<max(yval))); % Scalar value
57 maxX = fitresult.breaks(index); % Scalar X-value of
58 % primary maximum
59
60 [minY index] = min(yval); % Index value of secondary maximum




65 % Data endpoints for reference line fit ==> line is drawn from
66 % boundary to boundary. Tangential distances are measured
67 % w.r.t this reference line.
68 x1 = fitresult.breaks(1); % Breaks are sections resulting from
69 % piecewise polynomial nature of spline
70 y1 = fitresult.coefs(1,4);
71 x2 = fitresult.breaks(end);
72 y2 = fitresult.coefs(end,4);
73
74 Q1 = [x1 y1]; % Vector containing position of clamped endpoint
75 Q2 = [x2 y2]; % Vector containing position of roller endpoint
76 P1 = [maxX maxY]; % Plots primary maxixum
77 P2 = [minX minY]; % Plots secondary maximum
78
79 end2end = (x2-x1); % Establishes a length reference based on
80 % position of boundary conditions
81
82 tandist = abs(det([Q2-Q1;P1-Q1]))/norm(Q2-Q1); % Tangential
83 % distance from first maximum to reference line
84 mintandist = abs(det([Q2-Q1;P2-Q1]))/norm(Q2-Q1); % Tangential
85 % distance from second maximum to reference line
86
87 % % Appx. conversion from pixels to mm
88 d max = tandist*(scalePix); % Normalizes rectangle drawn by user
89 % to box width of 279.4mm for conversion from pix to mm
90 d min = mintandist*(scalePix);
91
92 % % Center reference line is not set to zero ==> checks to make sure
93 % maximum abs displacement value is chosen.
94 if d min > d max == 1;
95 k(j).w1 = d min; % Stores tangential distance values
96 % (w.r.t reference line)
97 k(j).w2 = d max; % Stores tangential distance values
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98 % (w.r.t reference line)
99 dataset run(j).w1 = d min;
100 dataset run(j).w2 = d max;
101 k(j).maxX = minX; % Stores X distance of maxY independent of
102 % reference line; Use abs(minX) WHEN ZEROS ARE SET AT
103 % BOUNDARIES (i.e. x1, x2)
104
105 k(j).minX = maxX; % Stores X distance of minY independent of
106 % reference line
107 k(j).minX wrtroller = end2end-(maxX-x1);
108 k(j).maxX wrtroller = end2end-(minX-x1);
109 dataset run(j).minX wrtroller=(end2end-(maxX-x1))*(scalePix);
110 dataset run(j).maxX wrtroller=(end2end-(minX-x1))*(scalePix);
111
112 k(j).maxY = minY; % Stores maximum deflection distance
113 % independent of reference line
114 k(j).minY = maxY; % Stores minimum deflection distance
115 % independent of reference line
116 else
117 k(j).w1 = d max; % Stores tangential distance values (w.r.t
118 % reference line)
119 k(j).w2 = d min; % Stores tangential distance values (w.r.t
120 % reference line)
121 dataset run(j).w1 = d max;
122 dataset run(j).w2 = d min;
123
124 k(j).maxX = maxX; % Stores X distance of maxY independent of
125 % reference line
126 k(j).minX = minX; % Stores X distance of minY independent of
127 % reference line
128 k(j).minX wrtroller = end2end-(minX-x1); % L-x
129 k(j).maxX wrtroller = end2end-(maxX-x1);
130 dataset run(j).minX wrtroller=(end2end-(minX-x1))*(scalePix);
131 dataset run(j).maxX wrtroller=(end2end-(maxX-x1))*(scalePix);
132
133 k(j).maxY = maxY; % Stores maximum Y deflection distance
134 % independent of reference line
135 k(j).minY = minY; % Stores minimum Y deflection distance
136 % independent of reference line
137 end
138
139 % % Determine how to make cuts for arc length sectioning
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140 % Taking the X-axis to be zero deflection, this statement implies
141 % that if the primary maximum is oriented downward, it will have a
142 % negative Y value and hence will not be recognized by the code
143 % as being the primary maximum. Its X position will show up as
144 % 'minX', instead of 'maxX'. This section of the code aims to rectify
145 % this problem.
146
147 if minX > maxX == 1;
148
149 second cut = minX;
150 first cut = maxX;
151 else
152 second cut = maxX;




157 % % Arc length Calculation, Continuous Curve
158 fullcurve = arclength(xg, yg, 'linear'); % Fits spline and
159 % calculates arc length.
160 arclen = fullcurve*(scalePix); % Conversion from pixels to mm
161 arcs(j).plain arc = arclen; % Stores arclength values (in mm)
162 dataset run(j).plain arc = arclen;
163
164 % % CHANGE CALCULATION APPROACH IF ARC LENGTH >= A SPECIFIED MM VALUE
165 % k(j).x ==> ySpline ==> yg ==> yg 0; % Location of pixels (x-values)
166 % ==> ySpline = k(i).x; % k(j).y ==> xSpline ==> xg ==> xg 0; %
167 % Location of pixels (y-values) ==> xSpline = k(i).y;
168
169 % Arc section cuts are made in accordance with x-location of primary
170 % and secondary peaks/amplitudes ==> [minX maxX]. Cuts are unique to
171 % each run. This eliminates the need for any adjustments to be made
172 % on the fly. (DJSJ; 7/13/16)
173
174 if arclen > 300
175
176 % % DEFAULT SETTING: section elastic curve from L to R
177 [ind1,~] = find(xSpline >= x1 & xSpline <= first cut);
178 % Locates first section of elastica ==> SHUT OFF FOR NON
179 % DOUBLING-BACK CASES; 2945 = normal range; 2500-2700 = min
180 [ind2,~] = find(xSpline > first cut & xSpline < second cut);
181 % Index range of y-values of doubled back section; normal
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182 % range = 2945-3200
183 [ind3,~] = find(xSpline >= second cut & xSpline <= x2);
184 % Index range of y-values of third section (following x-axis
185 % from L-R)>3200 = normal range; 2770-3000 = min
186
187 % % ALTERNATIVE SETTING: If plots look strange at tails/boundaries,
188 % section elastic curve from R to L
189 % [ind1,~] = find( xSpline <= x2 & xSpline > second cut ); %
190 % Locates first section of elastica [ind2,~] = find( xSpline <
191 % second cut & xSpline >= first cut ); % Index range of y-values
192 % of doubled back section [ind3,~] = find( xSpline < first cut &
193 % xSpline >= x1); % Index range of y-values of third section
194 % (following x-axis from R-L)
195
196 % NOTE ==> xSpline and ySpline are used because it is neccesary to
197 % reference the initial information. [xg, yg] and [xg 0,yg 0] have
198 % already been operated on and as such, differ from the original
199 % input information.
200 x opr1 = xSpline(ind1); % Scalar X-values of first section;
201 % order switched here because of sawtooth pattern in which
202 % points are "scanned"
203 y opr1 = ySpline(ind1); % Scalar Y-values of first section
204
205 x opr2 = ySpline(ind2); % Scalar X-values of second section
206 y opr2 = xSpline(ind2); % Scalar Y-values of second section
207
208 x opr3 = ySpline(ind3); % Scalar X-values of third section
209 y opr3 = xSpline(ind3); % Scalar Y-values of third section
210
211 [xg1, yg1] = consolidator(x opr1, y opr1, @mean); % Finds
212 % average among columns with multiple rows, rather than
213 % at discrete points
214 xg1 = smooth(xg1); % Smoothing spline
215 yg1 = smooth(yg1);
216
217 first arclen = arclength(xg1, yg1,'linear'); % Fits spline
218 % and calculates arc length
219 arclen1 = first arclen*(scalePix); % Conversion of arclen1
220 % from pixels to mm
221
222 [xg2, yg2] = consolidator(x opr2, y opr2, @mean); % Finds
223 % average among columns with multiple rows, rather than
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224 % discrete points
225 xg2 = smooth(xg2); % Smoothing spline
226 yg2 = smooth(yg2);
227
228 mid arclen = arclength(xg2, yg2, 'linear'); % Fits spline
229 % and calculates arc length
230 arclen2 = mid arclen*(scalePix); % Conversion of arclen2
231 % from pixels to mm
232
233 [xg3, yg3] = consolidator(y opr3, x opr3, @mean);
234 xg3 = smooth(xg3); % Smoothing spline
235 yg3 = smooth(yg3);
236
237 third arclen = arclength(xg3, yg3, 'linear'); % Fits spline
238 % and calculates arc length
239 arclen3 = third arclen*(scalePix); % Conversion of arclen3
240 % from pixels to mm
241
242 % % Sums
243 arclensec = (arclen1)+(arclen2)+(arclen3); % Sums three arc
244 % length sections to give total arc length value
245 arcs(j).sections = arclensec; % Stores total arc length value





251 % % Arclen versus Sectioning Method? No worries! Sectioning
252 % method is more accurate at higher arc lengths.
253 if arclen < 300
254 dataset run(j).bestofboth = arclen;
255 elseif dataset run(j).plain arc < dataset run(j).sections % Gets
256 % smallest arclength value by comparing both methods
257 dataset run(j).bestofboth = arclen;
258 elseif isempty(dataset run(j).sections) == 1 % When outside of
259 % range of 'sections', values will be []
260 dataset run(j).bestofboth = arclen;
261 else





1 %% FIND GRAINS AND THEIR NEAREST NEIGHBORS FOR BOTH HALVES OF SYSTEM
2 % This section requires the additional (downloadable) scripts:
3 % RemoveOverLap.m ==> (c) Elad (2013)
4 % snip.m ==> (c) Nicolas (2013)
5 % voronoi neighbors.m ==> (c) Arslan and Burkardt (2013)
6
7 dataBeadsLeft = struct('dists',{},'radii',{},'nn',{},'rho',{},...
8 'Z side',{},'Z total',{});
9 dataBeadsRight = struct('dists',{},'radii',{},'nn',{},'rho',{},...
10 'Z side',{},'Z total',{});
11
12 cropStruct = struct('AcropLeft',{},'AcropRight',{});
13
14 count = 0;
15 tic
16
17 for i = 1:numFrames
18
19 A = imread(fullfile(folder name, fileNames{i})); % Read image i
20
21 clc
22 count = count+1
23 [areaLeft(i), areaRight(i), AcropLeft, AcropRight] = splitBox...
24 (M, A, k(i).matrix, imageSize);
25
26 cropStruct(i).AcropLeft = AcropLeft;
27 cropStruct(i).AcropRight = AcropRight;
28
29 % % LEFT SIDE % %
30 I = rgb2hsv(AcropLeft); % Only look for circles in the box
31 Crv = I(:,:,1); %>.84 | I(:,:,1)<.049; % .78
32 Cgv = I(:,:,2)>.145; % .16
33 Cbv = I(:,:,3)>.167;




38 [k(i).centersAll, k(i).radiiAll] = imfindcircles(C,[105 129],...
39 'Sensitivity',0.978,'ObjectPolarity','bright','Method',...
40 'PhaseCode');
41 [granularLeft(i).centers, granularLeft(i).radii] = ...
42 RemoveOverLap(k(i).centersAll, k(i).radiiAll, 0, 2);
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43
44 granularLeft(i).N = length(granularLeft(i).centers(:,1));
45
46 % % HIGH LIGHT SETTING
47 % B = rgb2hsv(AcropLeft); % Only look for circles in the box
48 % C = im2bw(B(:,:,2),0.221);
49 % [k(i).centersAll, k(i).radiiAll] = imfindcircles(C,[85 125],...
50 % 'ObjectPolarity','bright','Sensitivity',0.96,'Method',...
51 % 'twostage');
52 % [granularLeft(i).centers, granularLeft(i).radii] = ...
53 % RemoveOverLap(k(i).centersAll, k(i).radiiAll, 50, 2);
54 % granularLeft(i).N = length(granularLeft(i).centers(:,1));
55
56 % Nearest Neighbor Locations LEFT SIDE
57 x = granularLeft(i).centers(:,1);
58 y = granularLeft(i).centers(:,2);
59 X = [x,y];
60 vn = voronoi neighbors(X);
61 [vni, vnj, dummy] = find(vn);
62
63 for m = 1:length(granularLeft(i).centers(:,1))
64 particle = find(vnj == m);
65 Nb=length(particle); % Number of nearest neighbors






72 % Radial distances to nearest neighbors LEFT SIDE
73 xyzpoints = zeros(max(m),3); % Pre-allocate matrix for pointCloud
74 % data storage
75 xyzpoints(:,1) = granularLeft(i).centers(:,1);
76 xyzpoints(:,2) = granularLeft(i).centers(:,2);
77 xyzpoints(:,3) = 0;
78 ptCloud = pointCloud(xyzpoints); % pointCloud must be 3D matrix
79
80 for c = 1:m
81 [indices,dists] = findNearestNeighbors(ptCloud,...
82 ptCloud.Location(c,:),7);
83 dataBeadsLeft(i).dists(c,:) = dists; % Store distance to
84 % nearest neighbors
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85 dataBeadsLeft(i).radii(c,:) = granularLeft(i).radii...
86 (indices);
87 % Use 'indices' to grab radii values of nearest neighbors
88 distCheck = dataBeadsLeft(i).radii(c,1) + ...
89 dataBeadsLeft(i).radii(c,2:end) + 10; % Build in a
90 % tolerance of +10 pixels as a safeguard
91 [nn,~] = find(distCheck' >= dists(2:end));
92 dataBeadsLeft(i).nn(c,:) = length(nn); % Contact num
93 end
94
95 areaBeads = sum((granularLeft(i).radii.ˆ2)*(pi)); % Surface area of
96 % grains
97 dataBeadsLeft(i).rho = areaBeads/(areaLeft(i)); % Packing fraction of
98 % left side
99 dataBeadsLeft(i).Z side = mean(cat(1,dataBeadsLeft(i).nn)); % Z ==>
100 % coordination number/average number of contacts per particle
101
102 % % RIGHT SIDE % %
103 II = rgb2hsv(AcropRight); % Only look for circles in the box
104 CCrv = II(:,:,1); %>.84 | II(:,:,1)<.049; %.78
105 CCgv = II(:,:,2)>.145; %.04
106 CCbv = II(:,:,3)>.167;




111 [k(i).centersAll, k(i).radiiAll] = imfindcircles(CC,[105 129],...
112 'Sensitivity',0.978,'ObjectPolarity','bright','Method',...
113 'PhaseCode');
114 [granularRight(i).centers, granularRight(i).radii] = ...
115 RemoveOverLap(k(i).centersAll, k(i).radiiAll, 70, 2);
116 granularRight(i).N = length(granularRight(i).centers(:,1));
117
118 % % HIGH LIGHT SETTING
119 %. BB = rgb2hsv(AcropRight);
120 % CC = im2bw(BB(:,:,2),0.17);
121 %. [k(i).centersAll, k(i).radiiAll] = imfindcircles(CC,[85 125],
122 % 'ObjectPolarity','bright','Sensitivity',0.96,'Method',...
123 % 'twostage');
124 %. [granularRight(i).centers, granularRight(i).radii] = ...
125 % RemoveOverLap(k(i).centersAll, k(i).radiiAll, 50,2);
126 % granularRight(i).N = length(granularRight(i).centers(:,1));
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127
128 % % Nearest Neighbors RIGHT SIDE
129 x = granularRight(i).centers(:,1);
130 y = granularRight(i).centers(:,2);
131 X = [x,y];
132 vn = voronoi neighbors(X);
133 [vni, vnj, dummy] = find(vn);
134
135 for m = 1:length(granularRight(i).centers(:,1))
136 particle = find(vnj == m);
137 Nb=length(particle); % Number of nearest neighbors




142 Psi6loc] = bondOrientOrderParam(vni,vnj,granularRight(i). ...
143 centers,imageSize);
144
145 % % Radial distances to nearest neighbors RIGHT SIDE
146 xyzpoints = zeros(max(m),3); % Pre-allocate matrix for pointCloud
147 % data storage
148 xyzpoints(:,1) = granularRight(i).centers(:,1);
149 xyzpoints(:,2) = granularRight(i).centers(:,2);
150 xyzpoints(:,3) = 0;
151 ptCloud = pointCloud(xyzpoints);
152
153 for c = 1:m
154 [indices,dists] = findNearestNeighbors(ptCloud,...
155 ptCloud.Location(c,:),7);
156 dataBeadsRight(i).dists(c,:) = dists; % Store distance to
157 % nearest neighbors
158 dataBeadsRight(i).radii(c,:) = granularRight(i).radii...
159 (indices);
160 % Use 'indices' to grab radii values of nearest neighbors
161 distCheck = dataBeadsRight(i).radii(c,1) + ...
162 dataBeadsRight(i).radii(c,2:end) + 10; % Build in a
163 % tolerance of +10 pixels as a safeguard
164 [nn,~] = find(distCheck' >= dists(2:end));
165 dataBeadsRight(i).nn(c,:) = length(nn); % Contact num
166 end
167
168 areaBeads = sum((granularRight(i).radii.ˆ2)*(pi)); % Surface area of
95
169 % grains
170 dataBeadsRight(i).rho = areaBeads/(areaRight(i)); % Packing fraction
171 % of right side
172 dataBeadsRight(i).Z side = mean(cat(1,dataBeadsRight(i).nn)) % Z ==>
173 % coordination number/average number of contacts per particle
174
175 dataBeadsLeft(i).Z total = (dataBeadsLeft(i).Z side + ...
176 dataBeadsRight(i).Z side)/2;





1 % % splitBox.m function required for partitioning box into left and
2 % right halves
3 function [areaLeft, areaRight, AcropLeft, AcropRight] =
4 splitBox(M, A, elasticaMatrix, imageSize)
5 Melastica = imcomplement(elasticaMatrix);
6 M2 = M & Melastica;
7 M3 = bwareafilt(M2, 2, 'largest');
8 stats = regionprops(M3, 'Centroid', 'Area', 'PixelIdxList');
9 for j = 1:2
10 if stats(j).Centroid(1) < imageSize(2)/2 % If true, delete
11 % the pixels corresponding to area j, and what's left will be
12 % the right side of the box
13 M3Right = M3;
14 M3Right(stats(j).PixelIdxList)=0;
15 areaLeft = stats(j).Area;
16 else % If false, delete the pixels and what's left will be
17 % the left side of the box
18 M3Left = M3;
19 M3Left(stats(j).PixelIdxList)=0;








27 N3Left = uint8(M3Left);
28 AcropLeft = A.*repmat(N3Left,[1,1,3]);
29 N3Right = uint8(M3Right);
30 AcropRight = A.*repmat(N3Right,[1,1,3]);
31 end
1 % bondOrientOrderParam.m function required for calculating local
2 % and global bond orientation order parameters
3 function [phi6, Phi6, Psi6loc] = bondOrientOrderParam(vni,...
4 vnj, centers, imageSize)
5
6 for m = 1:length(centers(:,1))
7 particle = find(vnj == m);
8 Nb=length(particle);
9 sumTheta = 0;






16 theta = acos(dot(u,v)/(norm(u)*norm(v)));
17 summand = (exp(6*1j*theta));
18
19 sumTheta = sumTheta + summand;
20 end
21




26 Phi6 = 1/N * sum(phi6);
27 end
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